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NGLTF Calls For Dis

of LA Police Chief
Washington, D.C.— The Na—
tional Gay and Lesbian Task Force
(NGLTEF) Policy Institute has
called forthe dismissal of Los
Angeles Police Department Chief
Daryl Gates, citing "widespread"
abuse ofGay people and other mi—
—norities in L.A.
In addition, NGLTE is urging.
Lesbians and Gays to submit writ—
ten testimony on police abuse to

amining the issue in the wake of
the controversialvideotaping ofthe
assault onRodney King by LAPD
officers.
"Many L.A. police officers do
their jobs responsibly, but during
Gates‘ tenure police brutality
against Lesbians and Gay men of
all colors, racial minorities and oth—
ers has been alarmingly wide—
spread," said Kevin Berrill,
NGLTF Policy Institute Anti—Vio—
lence Project director. "Numerous
cases of such abuse have been
documented, indicating that the
problem is systemic and requires
a systemic response. Despite re—
peated calls to Chief Gates, nosuch
action has been forthcoming."
In studies conducted by NGLTF
and other organizations,between
six and 30 percent ofLesbians and
Gay men surveyed have suffered
some form of victimization by po—
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lice. In NGLTF‘s 1990 survey of
anti—Gay violence in six key cit—.
ies, 137, or nine percent, of the
1588 documented episodes in—
volved police as perpetrators. Los
Angeles reported 24 such incidents

in 1990.
$
In light of the LAPD incident,
the U.S. House Subcommittee on
Civil and Constitutional Rights,
chaired by Rep. Don Edwards (D—
~CA), isholdinghearingsonpolice.
abuse. At the request of NGLTF,
the subcommittee has agreed to
include in its record of the hear—
ings written testimony on police
abuse from Gayand Lesbian or— —

ganizations and individuals.
Testimony should be submitted
no later than May 31, 1991, to the
Subcommittee on Civil and Con—
stitutional Rights, 806 House Of—
fice Building, Annex 1, Washing—
ton, D.C. 20515. Copy the
NGLTF Anti—Violence Project,

1734 14th St. NW, Washington,
D.C. 20009. Written Testimony
should describe the police brutal—
ity, harassment or entrapment; the
response of law enforcement to
complaints ofpolice mistreatment;
recommend possible official re—
sponses to the problem; and high—
light any positive measures taken
by law enforcement to curb abuse.
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At the recent Board/Business
meeting of the Memphis Gay and
Lesbian Community Center the
membership stated clearly its
policy of community support.
"The Memphis Gay and Lesbian
Community Center supports Gays
and Lesbians in the Memphis
Community generally. Neither the
Center, its Director, or its Execu—
tive Board as representatives ofthe
Center supports any political plat—
form, individual or group specifi—
cally. The Center does support the
concepts of Gay/Lesbian rights
and Gay/Lesbian pride."
The MGLCC has realized re—
newed support from many indi—
viduals and groups since the be—
ginning of 1991. The lease on its
present location will expire early
this fall and a search committee is
beginning to seek an improved lo—
cation.
Two other committees were
formed. A nominating committee
is seeking people interested in
serving on the MGLCC‘s board,
due to be elected in June. A rules
committee will also meet between
now and the election to review the
by—laws, procedures, rules and us—
age policies of the Center.

Shame On You!
are rememberingRyanWhitejust
by John Stilwell
oneyearafterhisdeath.Tragically,
life ended at age 18. As
Recently, it came to my atten— Ryan‘s
shortasitwas,itshouldhavebeen
tion that some people were filled with as many good times as
spreadingrumorsthatabarowner person could fit into 18 short
had PWAs working in his/her ayears.
that was notthe case.
bar(s). Obviously these rumors ForBut
years after
were being spread to discourage he wasfive—and—a—half
diagnosed with AIDS,
peoplefromfrequentingthebar(s) Ryanspentmostofhis
timefight— .
in question. All I can say to the ing. He fought forunderstanding.
people spreading these rumors is He fought to educate people. He
shame on you!
go to school with other
First of all, it shows an igno— fought toHefoughttobe
accepted
rance on your part. It shows that inchildren.
despitealltheyearsofeducational hishislife.community. HeE fought for
efforts,youstillbelievethatAIDS Despite information available
can be spread through casual
regarding AIDS and
contact. Second, and even worse, tohoweveryone
the disease is spread, people
you know that it can‘t be spread wereafraid.
Althoughacourtorder
throughcasualcontact,butyou‘re madeitpossibleforRyantoreturn
playing on the fears of ignorant to school, the attitudes and irra—
people. Andthird, youarehelping tional fears of parents, teachers,
topromoteirrationalfearandusing and fellow students made it im—
itto yourown advantage.
It‘s ironicthat this should be possible forRyanto feelcomfort—
happening at a time when people able at school. He found outjust
The Triangle Journal News wel—
comeslettersfromitsreaders.Letters
should be as short as possible and
typed, ifpossible.All lettersare sub—
ject to editingfor clarity, spelling,
punctuation,andgrammar.Allletters
must be signed, but names will be
withheld if requested. Anonymous
letters will not be published.Send
your letters to The Triangle Journal
News,P.O.Box11485,Memphis,TIN
38111—0485.
We Must Work
Together —
I‘m aGaywhite male bom and
raised in a small town in North
Mississippi. As Igrew up, I knew
I was different. Ijustdidn‘tknow
how or why. Nevertheless, I was
different. Now I am a32—year—old
adult. I have been through a lot
because I was so different. I have
taken a lot of abuse from many
straight people. To make a better
life for myself, I decided to move
to a state and city that would be
more open to me. What I found
were people like myself fighting
with each other, not fighting to—
gether, as they should be.
Ithinkit‘stimethatwestopand
take alook atourselves. Wemust
pull together to save ourselves
from problems like homophobia
and misunderstanding about who
we are. As it stands, we are doing
nothingbutdestroyingeachother.
As I said, we need to stand to—
gether as brothers and sisters. To—
gether we can make a difference
2—TheTriangleJournal— May 1991

howcruelpeoplecanbe. Assweet
and innocent as children can be,
conversely they can also be in—
credibly cruel. Rumors were
spread about Ryan biting people,
spittingonthefoodinthecafeteria
andatgrocerystores,andurinating
on the walls.
Fortunately for Ryan and his
family,they moved to Cicero
where neighbors were educated,
not motivated by irrational fear,
and were more supportive of the
family.
It‘sbadenoughtobelivingwith
AIDS,withouthavingtodealwith
ignorance and fear.
SowhenIhearthatabarowner
hasPWAsworkingforthem,Isay,
"Good for you!" The contact a
bartenderhaswithcustomersisnot
conducive to transmitting the dis—
ease.Evenpreparingandhandling
foodisnotdangerousifeveryday,
commonsensehealthprecautions
are followed.
.The employer should be com—
mended forgiving aPWAthe op—

make a difference. Together we
forone another.
«~‘One personcan‘t do anything | stand, divided we fall. And,
alone. However,ifjustoneperson people, we are falling fast. So for
would standup,otherswouldjoin our sake and the sake of others,
him or her and more would soon please give this some thought.
beadded.Then,togetherwecould Show your support while we still
make a big difference. I am will— have the chance. Let us work to—
ing to take a stand. Won‘t you ~ gether without thought of who is
please stand and workwithme? more powerful or who gives the
a
We hate ourleaders, or should most orthe least.
Isay,wedisagreewiththemifthey I think now is the time that we
looktousforhelp.Everyonecan‘t need each other more than ever.
bealeader. Withoutasingleleader Withoutthe MGC orthe full sup—
we would all be running in total portofoneanother, wherecanwe
chaos all ofthe time. Itlooks like turn?Andwhocanwetumto?The
that is what we are doing now. straight people? The ones who
Thatisjustwhattheenemywants. thinkqueers don‘tmatterordon‘t
Butit‘s nottoo late to turn allthis count? No, I think not. _
around. We are abletomake abig So,pleaselet‘stakealonghard
difference.
& lookatwhatisgoingonaroundus
With good and proper leader— and put a stop to it before itis too
ship, whichwehave,wecanwork late.
Jimmy E. Hancock
for the good of oneanother. But
_ Memphis
it‘s all up to us, you and me, to
make the difference. And we can
Mr. Leather Tennessee
continuedfrompage 1
Ms. Antolovich began the omy laws to taxationwithout rep—
evening by outlining some ofthe resentationandurgedworkwithin
historyofleathercontestsandtheir thepoliticalsystem aswellaswith—
transitionfrombeingmerelymale out. He also touched on the con—
beauty conteststocompetitions in cept of pan—sexualtity, the under—
whichpresence,pride,attitudeand standingandtoleranceofallforms
demeanor are considered just as ofsexual expression. f
importantas physicalappearance. Categoriesincludedinterviews
Mark Ryan spoke on the impor— (pre—judging), casual leather and
tance ofpolitical activism and of introduction,physicalpresentation
interest in events outside the con— (jockrevue), fantasywear, andfull
fines ofeitherthe leathercommu— leather, which included a short
by eachcontestant. Matt
nity or the Gay/Lesbian commu— speech
nity—especially as regards state spoke on the importance ofbuild—
sodomy laws. He compared sod— ing community.

Editorials appearing in The Triangle Journal News—represent.
the opinions of the authors only unless otherwise indicated.
portunity to earn a living. It helps working. Theymustbesupportive
them retain their dignity and feel and comforting with the bouts of
good about themselves at a time depression the PWA might expe—
whentheirlifeis falling apart. Of— rience. In short, theyhave to be
ten, they‘vebeenletgo from their there for the PWA more than for
"It‘s bad enough to be living with AIDS, without
having to deal with ignorance andfear."
full time job because of frequent
illnesses. They‘ve had to cutback
on spending, leam to live without
luxuries, apply for disability in—
surance and/or food stamps. And
they must face these problems
along withthe constant battlejust
to stay alive.
Theemployerhasassumedalot
of responsibility. They must be
understanding andpatient when
illness prevents the PWA from

the average employee.
So shame on you for trying to
hurt this bar owner‘s business.
Shame on you for trying to take
food out ofthe mouths ofPWAs.
Shame on you for trying to pro—
mote fear and ignorance. And if
you really believe these people
pose a threat to customers, shame
on you forbeing so stupid! There
is no excuse forthis kind ofigno—
rance!
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Other events included the not—
ingofMarkRyan‘s24thbirthday.
Fivevolunteerssteppedforwardto
accept the traditional birthday
spankingonhisbehalf—andathis
hands. Three fantasy sequences
werepresentedbyjudges andnon—
contestants; these being an acting
out of erotic fantasies set to mu—
sic. MC Chuck Higgins, judge
LindaVickery andlastyear‘swin—
nerVanceRegerperformed apar—
ticularly interesting scene includ—
ing a Daddy/Boy relationship in
which a leather sister was an im—

portant part.
Vance‘s leavetaking speech
also addressedtheconceptofcom—
munity, comparing the ideal of
community to the opening of the
Berlin Wall, a time when the en—
tire world was thinking the same
thought. He extended special
thanks to, among others, the Tri—
angleJournalNewsforhostinghis
regular columnLeatherLines.

|

In other MGC news, the board MGC Announces 11th
of directors April 1 sought the res—
ignation of vice—president Ed Annual Boat Ride
Future of Coalition
G
Miller who has attended only one
The Memphis Gay Coalition has announced it will stage the 11th
The May GayRap scheduled to MGC president Bill Huckabee for meeting since his election in Sep—
annual
Gay Pride River Ride as part of its Gay Pride Week events in
be held at the Memphis Gay and his "lack of leadership" in failing
tember. It also unanimously
June. It will take place on the evening of June 22 on the Memphis
Lesbian Community Center May to respond to recent attacks on the
elected Joy Booker to a vacant
Showboat.
20 at 7:00 pm will feature a dis— Gay community. The Coalition,
position on its board of directors.
The single ticket price of $15 will remain the same as last year, but
cussion on the future of the Mem— they said, failed to respond to the
A motion to move the monthly
the
Coalition is offering a two for $25 option to encourage friends and
recent Commercial Appeal edito—
phis Gay Coalition.
business meeting from the first
couples to go together.
Recent developments have re— rial cartoon and the controversy
Monday of the month failed by a
The annual boat ride began in 1979 and has featured Joyce Cobb and
sulted in a retreat from the pre— surrounding the Cracker Barrel
wide margin. The change had been
dominantly service—oriented company‘s anti—Gay employment sought by board members who her band. This year, however, a disc Jockeyhas been retained to provide
dance music for the event.
functions the MGC assumed over policy. At the April 1 meeting, have scheduling conflicts. It was
The annual boat ride is the Coalition‘s major annual fund raising
Dumais agreed to draft a letter to noted that according to the MGC
the years.
§
event
and is attended by about 500 people yearly.
Members Bob Dumais and be sent to Cracker Barrel and
bylaws, a business meeting may,
Tickets
will be available on a cash—only basis at Meristem at 930
Vincent Astor asked for the dis— Huckabee was to write a letter to
but need not, coincide with a board
South
Cooper
and possibly at other locations.
cussion after noting that the publi— the Commercial Appeal.
meeting.
cation of Gaze newspaper has been
suspended and the operation ofthe
Gay Switchboard has become er—
—ratic. Those two functions, they
said, comprised two of the three
Playhouse on the Square and Cablevison
major services of the Coalition.
The discussion was moved to
present
_
the April 15 GayRap when a
speaker cancelled. However, none
of the MGC officers attended that
meeting. Board members Joy
Booker and Steve Solomon at—
tended.
Dumais and Astor criticized
May GayRap to Focus on

AIDS Auction
Success

The gross take from. the fifth _|_ __ «— __ __
""annual Aid to End AIDS
Committee‘s AIDS Auction held
— April 6 was down from last year,
but the net effect remained about
the same.
Organizers say that while the
bidding was "conservative," more
items and a corporate underwriter
made up the difference. About 250
items donated by individuals and
area businesses were sold in both
silent and live auctions. Regency
Travel provided funds to stage the
event at the Memphis Airport —
Hilton.
""We had planned for 100 ii tems
to appear in the live auction," said
Allen Cook who, with Mark
Whitehead, co—chaired the event.
"We actually had 105 items in the
live auction and finished at about
10:15 p.m." Whitehead said he ex—
pected the live auction to go to
11:00 or 11:30, but conservative
bidding sped up the process.
"People got some real bargains,"
Whitehead said.
Among the items were Carib—
bean trips; airline and hotel pack—
ages to Key West and San Fran—
cisco; and a New York weekend
featuring travel, two nights at the
Crowne Plaza Manhattan, and
Broadway show tickets
This year‘s auction grossed
$23,700, almost $2000 below last —
APRIL
year. However, because expenses
were lower, the agency says it will
net about $20,000 of that amount.
The auction benefits ATEAC‘s
educational and assistance pro— —

PERFORMANCE
Wednesday,May 29
At 7:00 PM on Wednesday evening, May 29, we hope to augment the population
ofTuna, Texas by 260 and transplant them to Playhouse on the Square. You can be
part of it. Get your ticket and dress up as yourfavorite Tuna,Texas wannabee. Who
cares if you don‘t know small town Texas— take a stab at it. You‘ll be rewarded
with FREE Tex—Mex delights (Chalupas, chips & dip and Corona beer). Admlssmn
SPECIAL BENEFIT

for this special performance is only $15.
Proceeds of this event will benefit the ATEAC‘s PWA Assistance Fund.
Tickets are not tax deductible as a charitiable contribution.

«grains.

26 — JUNE 2

RESERVATIONS

726—4656
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CT Passes Gay Rights Bill

No Gays in
Space Says

orientation in housing, employ—
Ex—Astronaut
ment, and credit availability.
San Francisco — Ex—Astronaut
Sponsors of the bill say it does
not authorize adoption by homo— Michael Collins has upset many
sexuals or affirmative action that Gays with his position that homo—
favors homosexuals, nor does it sexuals should be barred from
mandate that homosexuality be space exploration.
"I think enough interpersonal
taught in the schools.
The bill drew predicted oppo— problems will develop among a
sition from religious groups, but totally heterosexual crew," Collins
the Roman Catholic Church did wrote in his new book Mission to
not oppose it. In fact, Archbishop Mars. "I guess the same principles
John F. Whealton wrote in a recent apply to Lesbians," he said.
According to an Associated
newspaper column that, despite the
church‘s teaching against homo— . Press report, Timothy Lane, a
sexuality, discrimination against spokesman for the Gay and Les—
homosexuals is "always morally bian Alliance Against Defamation
(GLAAD), said, "It seems the
wrong."
same naked prejudice against Gays
and Lesbians orbiting planetearth
Americans Don‘t Share
is also gaining formation in other
galaxies not so far, far away."
Gay/Lesbian Military Bias
Collins was one of the three
Apollo
11 astronauts who flew the
policy
which
states:
"Homosexu—
Washington, DC — The Hu—
man Rights Campaign Fund re— ality is incompatible with military first manned mission that landed
on the moon in 1969. He orbited
ports that a recent poll shows that service."
The telephone poll was con— the moon while Neil Armstrong
80% of Americans believe that
Gay men and Lesbians should not ducted by Penn+Schoen Associ— and Buzz Aldrin landed.
Collin‘s statements are "highly
be discharged from the military ates Inc. on April 6 and 7. It found
homophobic,"
said Rochelle Dia—
that
81%
ofthose
asked
believe
the
because oftheir sexual orientation.
The significance of the poll is govermment should not discharge mond ofthe National Organization
that the American public is ac— someone from the military solely of Gay and Lesbian Scientists and
cepting the fact that Gays and because he or she is homosexual. Technical Professionals. "One‘s
Lesbians are in the military, and Fourteen percent said the govern— sexual orientation has no bearing
that they don‘t find anything ment should, and the remainder (on) your merit as a scientist," she
said.
wrong with it," said Tim had no opinion.
Of the 14%, 72% said they
McFeeley, HRCF executive di—
Health Club
rector. I think this is a general sign would favor discharging Persian
that prejudices are breaking Gulf veterans solely because of Accused of Bias
their sexual orientation, while 20%
down."
Arlington, VA — A health club
1
HRCF will be sending copies disagreed.
in Virginia has been accused of
The poll was based on a random
of the poll to Defense Secretary
discrimination against Gay
— Dick Cheney, President Bush, and sample of 800 U.S. residents. It has couples because it denies them
key members of Congress. a published margin of error of 3.46 family discounts.
McFeeley indicated that HRCF percentage points.
James Fisher, president of the
wants to change the Pentagon
Arlington Gay and Lesbian Alli—
ance, said the Sport and Health
Clubs, which operates 11 health
Gay Protest Ends in Assault
clubs in the DC area, had refused
Lincoln, NE — A demonstra— cer stopped him. University po—
Gay couples.membership dis—
tion protesting the ban of homo— lice detained the attacker but counts itroutinelygives to married
subsequently
released
him.
sexuals from ROTC programs
heterosexual couples.
Shanks said he would ask the
ended when an ROTC cadet al—
Company president Cwi
student affairs office to disci—
legedly assaulted a protester.
Steimandenied discrimination, but
About 35 people attended the pline the cadet.
conceded the offer was made only
On April 9, the UNL faculty
protest sponsored by Queer Na—
to "traditional" families.
tion Nebraska April 10 at the senate called for the university
The controversy over the dis—
University ofNebraska—Lincoln. to stop giving students credit for count began last November after
Scott Shanks, a senior major— ROTC classes and to abolish fac— a Gay couple was denied a family
ing in education, said a cadet ulty status for ROTC instructors membership. Jay Fisette said that
came out of the Military and by 1993 if the military policy when club officials found out his
Naval Science Building, hit him, against homosexuals isn‘t partner was another male, his
kicked him, and dragged him to changed by then
family membership request was
the ground before a police offi—
denied.
It should be noted that other
clubs in the Washington area, in—
Coming Next Month in TIN
cluding the YMCA, offer family
discounts to Gay couples.
Women and AIDS:
Hartford, CT — After 18 years
of battling over legislation to pro—
tect Gay men and women, the
Connecticut Senate gave final ap—
proval April 17 to a Gay rights bill.
The bill goes to Gov. Lowell P.
Weicker, Jr. who plans to sign it
"enthusiastically" according to a
spokesperson.
With the legislation, Connecti—
cut becomes the fourth state of
protect Gays and Lesbians from
discrimination, following Wis—
consin, Hawaii, and neighboring
Massachusetts.
The bill, approved by the Sen—
ate on a vote of 21—14, forbids
discrimination based on sexual

Lesbians Are NOT Immune!
~

2

See Page 18
for Complete
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12—Step Meeting Times
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Mark of Memphis

In May

Melina‘s

__

Show

G. Bellington Rumples
Every Wednesday in May
Special Guest Appearance by
Mark of Memphis
Show Time 10:30 $3 Admission
Includes Beer Bust 8—12

Judge Refuses to
Disqualify Self for Bias
Washington, DC — A federal
judge has refused to disqualify
himself from the case of a Gay
man challenging his dismissal
from the U.S. Naval Academy.
The judge contended that the fact
he called the plaintiff a "homo" in
open court does not mean he is
biased.
U.S.. District Judge Oliver
Gasch used the word three times
March 6 during a hearing on Jo—
seph Steffan‘s lawsuit that chal—
lenges the policy against homo—
sexuals in the military.
"No offense was intended by
the use of the word," Gasch said.
"The court‘s use of the word
‘homo‘ was not intended as a
gratuitous insult (and) did not in—
dicate any hostility."

The judge disputed the conten— —
tion by Steffan‘s lawyers that the
word is considered a negative
epithet. Gasch wrote that the use
of the word does not prove bias on
his part.
+
Steffan‘s attorney, Sandra
Lowe of the Lambda Legal De—
fense and Education Fund in New
York, said she was "disappointed ~ —
that he does not see the harm in
the term." But she said she was _
"gratified that he says he did not
intend in any way to be pejora—
tive."
g
Steffan was dismissed from the
Academy six weeks before his
graduation in 1987, based on his
statement that he was homosexual.
He was not accused ofhomosexual
conduct.

Not Guilty Verdict In Brutal
Slaying of Gay Youth
Newport, IN—After seven cording to Eyler, Little photo—
hours of deliberation, ajury found graphed everything.
Little‘s attorneys urged thejury
Robert David Little not guilty of
participating in the homosexual not to convict the defendant be—
bondage and mutilation murder of cause it was revealed during the
Steven Agan. Little, a professor . trial that he was Gay. They also
and chairman of the library sci— tried to discredit Eyler‘s testimony.
ence department at Indiana State, Eyler is currently on death row in
was arrested in December after his Illinois for the murder and dis—
former roommate confessed to the memberment of a young man in
1984. He pleaded guilty to the
murder and implicated Little as his
murder and agreed to testify
accomplice.
Larry Eyler lived with Little against Little in return for immu—
rent—free from 1975—1983. Ac— nity from the death penalty.
Little was suspended from his
cording to Eyler, Little suggested
that they "do a scene" which job and spent four months in jail.
means kill someone for sexual School officials eventually al—
pleasure. Together, they went to a lowed him to take paid leave and
street in Terre Haute where Gays said they planned to discuss hisjob
hangout. There they picked up status next month. He was assured
Steven Agan, took him to an he would be allowed to return to
abandoned shed, bound and his job.
‘gagged him; then stabbedhim to — "Tittle said, ‘"I‘m just so happy
death and gutted the body. Ac— the ordeal is over."

;

P"

#
Insurance Company Sued
for Denial of Coverage
New York — Invoking an In—
diana state insurance regulation
that prohibits discrimination based
on sexual orientation, a Gay man
hasfiled suit against an insurer that
refused him enrollment in his
company‘s group health plan. The
lawsuit, brought by Lambda Legal
Defense and Education Fund,
marks the first time in the country
that such a non—discrimination in—
surance regulation has ever been
invoked and the first sexual ori—
entation discrimination case ever
brought in Indiana.
Thor Steingraber, a 23—year—
old, healthy Gay man from India—
napolis, was denied group health
insurance by American United
Life Insurance Company (AUL),
the company used by his em—
ployer, the Indianapolis Opera.
The denial followed AUL‘s review
of Steingraber‘s medical records,
which indicated he is Gay. AUL
initially resisted providing a rea—
son for its refusal. Once pressed,
AUL offered only a pretext for re—
fusing coverage, citing a minor
prostate infection for which
Steingraber had been successfully
treated. Although Steingraber‘s
doctor objected tothe denial, AUL

failed to offer even partial cover—
age excluding prostate—related
claims as a pre—existing condition.
"What happened to Thor is a
glaring example of the discrimi—
nation Gay men and other Ameri—
cans face daily as insurers try
anything to avoid offering health
coverage to anyone not guaranteed
healthy and wealthy," said Evan
Wolfson, one of the Lambda at—
torneys representing Steingraber.
"When insurance companies
discriminate, people are denied the
insurance coverage they need to
protect their health and the
taxpayer‘s wallet, since the tax—
payer winds up footing the bill,"
said Wolfson. Thirty—seven mil—
lion Americans have no health
insurance, and millions more are
under—insured.
$
"Insurers say they need to dis—
criminate in order to keep their
costs down and profits up," said
Wolfson, "but their own studies
show that AIDS costs are no more
than 2% of their total expendi—
tures." "They‘re crying wolf to
justify acting like wolves, but
discrimination is never right, and
is not legal."

A RETREAT

FOR

LESBIANS

July 5, 6 and 7, 1991
Themes:
the joy of being a woman,
lesbian ethics, non—violence.

This retreat will include: presentations, media, discussion,
socializing, time for private prayer, and apprqpriate rituals.

Retreat Facilitator:
MARY TOBIAS HAGAN, cs},
director of Rockhaven,
a center for fostering feminine spiritual consciousness.
Cost: $80.00 per person.
Location:
Rockhaven... House Springs, MO;,
wooded area in the foothills of the Ozarks.
air conditioned, swimming pool, excellent healthful meals.

Brochures are available at Meristem Bookstore, 276—0282
and from Faith at 324—6949.

P
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Life Expectancy of Black

f

Males Continues To Decline
Statistics released by Health
and Human Services reveal that
the life expectancy of Black males
continues to decline. The decline
is attributed to rising rates of AIDS
and homicide. In 1988 the life
expectancy was 64.9 years, down
from 65.2 in 1987. For Black
women, life expectancy in 1988
was 73.4 years, down from 73.6
in 1987. In contrast, white male life
expectancy was up from 72.2 in
‘87 to 72.3 in ‘88 and white fe—
males remained the same at 78.9.
Information on infant mortality
rates indicated that they were 50%
higher for American Indians and
40% higher forPuerto Ricans than
fornon—Hispanic whites. Although
infant mortality rates showed a

Use

Women‘s Music Festival

Condom

decline, there was no decline in the
Singing legend Odetta, award—
number of babies born with low
birth weights. According to Gov. winning Marge Piercy, politician
Lawton Chiles, chair of the Na— Geraldine Ferraro, and the hot new
tional Commission to Prevent In— women‘s band Two Nice Girls are
fant Mortality, "...that means that among the guests scheduled to
our medical technology is at work appear at the 17th Annual National
here, not good ‘front end‘ pre— Women‘s Music Festival. The
ventive prenatal care." In fact, only | largely indoor festival will be held
30—June 2 on . the
60% ofAmerican Indian, Mexican May
American, African American, and Bloomington campus of the Uni—
Puerto Rican mothers in the first versity of Indiana.
Ronnie Gilbertofthe Weavers,
trimester received prenatal care.
HHS Secretary Louis Sullivan singer/songwriterAnn Reed, Kay
spoke of plans to outreach to mi— Gardner and the Sunwomyn En—
norities through education and semble, comedian Marga Gomez,
more availability to health care radical feminist Sonja Johnson,
services. However, he emphasized Lesbian ‘sexpert" Susie Bright,
individual responsibility for con— Afro—American ritualist Luisah
Teish, reggae artists Casselberry—
trolling personal risk factors.

Gay/Lesbian A.A. Roundup
Chicago — Chicago ‘91 will
take place on July 19—21. The
conference is sponsored by the
Chicago Gay and Lesbian mem—
bers of Alcoholics Anonymous.
This the sixth annual confer—
ence, and promises to be the best
yet, according to organizers. Fea—
tures ofthis year‘s event include a
new location, the Congress Hotel,
along with an array ofspeakers,

17th Annual National

workshops, festive dance and
banquet,
and
recovering
comraderie. An original traditional
musical will be performed by
members on Friday night.
The registration price for Chi—
cago ‘91 is $35.
For more information write to:
Chicago ‘91, 606 Barry #196,
Chicago, Illinois 60657. No prior
registration is needed to attend.

farses

Dupreé, and many others are
scheduled to appear.
More than just a musical festi—
val, the Bloomington event in—
cludes dozens of speakers, work—
shops, dances, films, concerts, and
craftswomen — all celebrating
women‘s culture, past and present.
The deadline for mail registra—
tion is May 15th. For further in—
formation and a registration form,
write to: National Women‘s Music
Fest, P.O. Box 1427, Indianapolis,
IN 46206, or call (317) 636—7382.

cars

certevie unrun ea

Sense. ..

@
Use one
Everytime!

The number
you need for
your financial
needs.
There‘s one simple source
for taking care of your
personal financial
planning as well as
business planning needs.
Call Charles Butler, CFP
at
MBA MS — Tax
767—3661
© 1987 IDS Financial Corporation
All rights reserved.
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Red Cross Defends

Life Insurance for the Living
There‘s a silent revolution going on in
the life insurance industry.
Traditionally, life insurance policies have
paid benefits only after a policyholder died.
Now many insurers are giving money to
their customers before they die, to help pay
= for transplants, finance nursing home costs,
or provide money to ease the final months
of AIDS or cancer.
According to the Associated Press, the
American Council of Life Insurance says
that at least 70 insurance companies now
offers life insurance products that also cover
catastrophic health care.
A major change came last year when
Prudential Insurance Co. of America an—
nounced that all 3 million ofits life insurance
policy holders could collect their own death
benefits if they were permanentlyconfined
to a nursing home or terminally ill.
Some insurers were already selling
similar coverage at an additional cost, but
Prudential was the first to offer it as a stan—
dard item in a regular life insurance policy.
Insurers have done little advertising, but
consumers have responded. Many insurance
companies are awaiting state regulatory
approval before proceeding.
John Hancock Mutual Insurance has seen

a doubling of demand for its "living care"
AIDS—Assault With
A Deadly Weapon
Oakland, CA—William Lucas Barker, a
25—year—old Oakland man, was arrested in
a motel and charged with assault with a
deadly weapon. Barker was recently re—
leased from prison after serving time for
parole violations. While in prison, he was
diagnosed with AIDS. Upon release, he
apparently started following through on a
boast he had made. An officer told the
Oakland Tribune Barkervowed to "take all
the women I can with me before I die." It is
not clear how or when Barker was infected,
but he is asymptomatic.
The woman, a 22—year—old casual ac—
quaintance of Barker‘s, became hysterical
when she found out he had AIDS. They had
spent several days together and had sex at
least four times. She is currently under a_
doctor‘s care, but it is too soon to know if
she has been infected.
Barker is represented by the Public
Defender‘s Office. They have refused
comment. Barker has not made a statement
to the police. The Alameda County assistant
district attorney, Robert Chambers, said,
Barker‘s action "cries out for some redress.
If this individual‘s conduct is not criminal
we want a court to tell us."
Our Sons to Air on ABC
Julie Andrews will star with Ann—Marg—
aret in the TV movie Our Sons on May 19.
The story involves two mothers who meet
after one of their sons is diagnosed with
AIDS. The movie will air locally on chan—
. nel13 at 8:00 pm. This marks the first time
Miss Andrewshasappearedinamade—for.
TV movie.
:
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Blood Testing
benefit in its second year on the market.
Prudential has seen its business increase by Procedures
28%. The policies seem to be most popular
among younger policyholders.
Washington,DC— The FDA threatened
Prudential President Ron D. Barbaro first to pull the license ofthe Portland Red Cross
explored accelerated benefits as president blood center. An inspection revealed blood
of the company‘s Canadian subsidiary. was released for use that had not been
While working as a volunteer at an AIDS properly tested for AIDS or hepatitis. The
hospice, he saw one tragic side of terminal Red Cross collects and distributes about half
illness was the poverty it often caused its of the nation‘s blood supply. The Portland
sufferers. _
office, serves Oregon and parts of Wash—
Prudential first offered the service to its ington and Alaska.
5
Canadian policyholders in 1989, then ex—
Testifying before a House subcommittee,
panded it into the U.S. last year adding ac— Dr. Jeffrey McCullough, a senior vice
celerated payments for nursing home care. president for the American Red Cross, said
Some legal hurdles are impeding faster extensive efforts were being made to ensure
progress. Some states require state legisla— the blood supply is safe. According to the
tion to permit the expanded coverage. Associated Press, Rep. John Dingell (D—
Legislation has also been filed in Congress MJ), subcommittee chair, charged although
to clarify the issue of taxes on accelerated "the blood supply is safer than it has ever
benefits. Death benefits are not taxable and been, I must point out that I still have doubts
new legislation would carry that deferment that it is as safe as it could be."
on to early payments.
At question are three units of blood. An

FDA inspection report released by Rep. Ron
Wyden (D—OR) indicated the units should
not have been released. According to Red
Cross records, one unit tested positive for
AIDS and two units tested positive for
hepatitis B.
Dr. Frans Peetom, directorofthe Portland
blood center, and Heidi Patterson, director
ofoperations, insistthat no unsafe blood was
released. There may have been problems in
record keeping and documentation that are
causing the confusion. Dr. Peetom criticized
the release of the FDA inspection report by
Wyden because of the needless concem it
may have caused. Peetom said, "I think
that‘s unfortunate and some might even call
it irresponsible."
The three units, as well as 16 additional
units, were recalled. Further investigation
revealed that the blood units had been do—
nated by individuals who were unacceptable
as blood donors. Some donors had given
false names and lied about themselves on
the questionnaire.

American Life Resources Corporation
offers
A Financial Program Dedicated to Enhancing the Quality of Life of the TennmallyIIl.

Q) What is the American Life
Resources Program?
A) The American Life Resources
Program has been designed to of—
fer an individual with a terminal ill—
ness an opportunity to convert their
existing life insurance policy into
cash.
Q) Can I participate in the Ameri—
can Life Resources Program if I
have a term life policy?
..A) Yes! The American Life Re—
sources Program can accept term
life insurance policies.
Q) Can I participate in the Ameri
can Life Resources Program

have a group life insurancepolicy? _
A) Yes, as long as your group in—
surance policy allows you to con—
vert your policy to an individually
owned policy.
—
Q) My life insurance does not have _
any cash value built up....Do I still ©
qualify for the American Life Re—
sources Program?
A) Yes! The American Life Re—
sources Program is based upon the
net policy benefit amount of your
life insurance policy, not the policy‘s
cash value.

Questions & Answers
Q) Will I have any tax liability on
the proceeds I receive from
American Life Resources?
A) Under current United States
taxation laws, the sale of a life in—
surance policy for financial remu—
neration obligates the seller of the
policy to report the proceeds as in—
come. However, there is a bill
pending in the United States Sen—
ate that would make these pro—
, ceeds tax exempt.

Q) Will I continue to be respon— —
sibleforpaying the premiumsfor
my life insurance policy if I par—
ticipate in the American Life Re—
sources Program?
A) No! American Life Resources
will take over the responsibility of
paying the premiums on your life
insurance policy.
Q) How long will it take to know
if I qualify for the American Life —
Resources Program?
A) American Life Resources will
notify you approximately four
weeks after receiving your com—
pleted application.

Q) Should I obtain the advice of
an attorney or CPA prior to par—
ticipating in the American Life
Resources Program?
Yes! American Life Resources
recommends that all of its clients
Q) Once I am notified that I
consult with an attorney and a
qualify for the American Life Re—
CPA prior to participating in the
sources Program, when will I re—
American Life Resources Pro—
ceive my funds?
gram.
/A) Immediately upon written
Q)Will my medical benefits be af—
fected if I participate in the
American Life Resources Pro—
gram?
A) Not necessarily. Each indi—
vidual situation is different. Your
American Life Resources repre—
sentative will review your current
medical benefits with you.

acknowledgement of assignment
from the insurance carrier.
Q) I am very interested in enhanc—
ing the quality of my life through
the American Life Resources Pro—
gram. What should I do?
A) Simply contact Gil Gilbreath
your American Life Resources
representative.

For your simple 4and easy to fill out application, write to:
G11 Gllbreath Life Resource Corp. ofArkansas * P.O.Bpx1058Forrest City, AR 72335
(901) 633—0554

TheDirector‘s Chair

Performance to
Benefit ATEAC
Greater Tuna, the comic off—
Broadway hit written by Jason
Williams, Joe Sears, and Ed
Howard brings the entire popula—
tion ofTuna, Texas to Playhouse
on the Square from Friday,April
27 through Sunday June 2. On
GARLESBIAN
May29, aspecialWednesdayper—
C O M M U NIT Y C E N T ER
formance will benefit the Aid to
a movie on Video Night. Video End AIDS Committee.
Peter Colburn and Mark
Nights are now planned in ad—
Enrightwillhaveyourollinginthe
vance; so ifyou want to know what
— aisles in this hilarious send—up of
we‘re showing, stop in.
At present, the MGLCC is mak— small—town mores as they portray
ing plansforthe compleuon ofthe the entire population of Tuna— p.m. free beer and Tex—Mex hors
501c3 status. When this is com— male and female, young and old. d‘oeuvres will be served to get ev—
OnMay29,thepopulationwill eryone inthemood forthe special
pleted, donations to MGLCC will
be
increased to 272 as theatre pa— performance. Tickets are $15 and
be able to be written off on your
trons
will be asked to come available at the Playhouse ticket
Income Tax. There is no specific
date by which it will be completed. dressedastheirfavoriteTunachar— office at 51 S. Cooper or by call—
Finally, if there is anyone who acters to benefitATEAC. At7:00 ing 726—4556.
Greater Tuna

With New Attitude

PM. These meetings are open to
the public and anyone is welcome
to join in. Discussions at the next
meeting will include Center relo—
After the past few months of fi— cation and other important topics.
The center also has undergone
nancial strife, the Memphis Gay
and Lesbian Community Center several interior changes. A few
has finally had a boost of income couches have been removed, one
due to the many benefits and do— wall has been painted with a stun—
nations. Since the beginning of ningly bright rainbow, the com—
1991, the center has had many puter that had been stagnant for so
groups and events which have long has been reactivated to keep
helped keep the center in existence. track of several center functions,
I would like to personally thank the and the library (reading and video)
following for their financial sup— have been increased in size. And
speaking of the library, any addi—
port of the Community Center:
Third Friday Coffee House, Mys— tion with the exception ofpornog—
tic Krewe of Aphrodite, Lambda raphy, textbooks, and children‘s
Men‘s Chorus, G. Bellington books would be appreciated.
We are starting an updated
Rumples, Reflections, the Mem—
phis Gay Coalition, and the indi— Community Center mailing list. If
you would like to be on thislist,
viduals who donated their time as
well as their money for the call the center at 276—4651. Stop
monthly potluck dinner. Thanks to © by, check us out, and leave your
those individuals just mentioned name and address. We‘ll add you
and many others, the center has to the evergrowing number ofsup—
finally reached a state of financial porters of the center.
Saturday night is Game Night.
stability.
As decided at the last Commu— We have games or you can bring
nity Center board meeting, the your own, and we can all get to
— board.wﬂstanmeetmg onthe sec— — know eachotherbetter. Or, on.
** Monday of the month at7:30 Thursday night, stop in and watch
by Gary Bodell
Memphis Gay and Lesbian
Community Center Director

would like to volunteer their time
to the center, please call or stop in
and talk to me.
The Memphis Gay and Lesbian
Community Center is open:
7 PM to 10 PM on Thursday
7 PM to Midnight on Friday
10 AM to Midnight on Saturday
1 PM to 7 PM on Sunday
~ Again, thank you Memphis for
your help.

Massey Benefit Nets $1000 for MGLCC
A Sunday benefit held April 14
at Reflections resulted in an even
$1,000 being added to the coffers
of the Memphis Gay and Lesbian
Community Center(MGLCC).
~The show was held in memory
of the late Dennis Massey who
mounted many fundraising events
throughout his years in the Gay
Community. Hewas planning one
for the MGLCC at the time ofhis
death. A cutting from The Boys In
— The Band and excerpts from The

Normal Heart (Memphis productions both directed by Dennis)
were performed by respective cast
members from each show in his
memory. .— _ .
Billed as "Night of the Stars,"
the benefit featured Billie Jo Ca—
sino, Dolly, Lorretta, Lily Chris—
tine, and many more. Lady Rae,
billed as a performer, was unable
to attend but sent her regrets and
best wishes. Dee Dee Whitakerdid
an about—face coming out of drag

to do a dramtic scene with Vincent
Astor, also out of drag, in the sec—
ond half of the show.
A crowd ofabout 200 attended,
showing their enjoyment by con—
tributing generously to the com—
munity center.
;
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MGLCC Moves Ahead
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AgapeNew LifeChurch

405 N.

Cleveland,

No.3

Memphis,Iennessee
Phone:

Wednesday

2761872

A

~

Nights

J
58

_

o

7:00p.m.~ Bible Study

Sunday Mornings I
9:45 a.m.— Sunday School
10:30 a.m. — Fellowship

a

11:00a.m.— Morning Worship

g

Q

Rev John Tolley ~ pastor
mu
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Books & More for Women & Their Friends

’

930 SOUTH COOPER
Merlstem Bookstore & the Omnl-New Dalsy
present

Mark of Memphis ___
In May

__

— —

Opening Act: Memphis own Mcole Robinette —
Melina‘s Show_

.;.

.

Saturday, May 4 + 8 PM + Omni—New Daisy on Beale ;# %% IL
Tokets are $8 and avallable ON LY at Meristem and the Oman-NewEasy
:

G. Bellington Rumples

Slnger/Songwrlter/Guuaﬂst Enca Wheeler
Saturday, May 18 — 3PMMenstem :

Every Wednesday in May
Special Guest Appearance by

Coming June 10: Noted Naiad Press writer Katherme V Forrest

Mark of Memphis
Show Time 10:30 $3 Admission
Includes Beer Bust 8—12

For more information on any events, call Meristem at
%
7-TheTnangleJmﬂ-MMQN

Recognizing Unhealthy Guilt Part II
by Becky Caperton, M.S.
We‘re still talking about guilt.
Here are more "guilt trips."
6. I‘m always blaming myself.
You flunked the pop quiz be—
cause you‘ve been sick with the flu
and missed the last week of class.
But in your mind it was all your
fault because you‘re just basically
stupid.
This kind of pessimistic think
ing is a hallmark ofunhealthy guilt
and continuously reinforces the
helplessness so central to low self—
esteem and feelings of unworthi—
ness.
3
7. I worry about what other
peoplethink of me.
You‘re elated at positive feed—
back. But if there‘s any negative
feedback—even if it‘s worthwhile.
and will improve things dramati—
cally— all your good feelings
evaporate as if no compliments
were even given.
Feedback is a dialogue about
ideas, not an indictment ofself. By
zeroing in on criticism and block—
ing out praise, we deny ourselves
the right to feel good, and grant
other people the power to make us
feel bad, which renders us helpless.
8. I hate it when people are an—
_ gry with me.
"The boss seems quiet and pre—
occupied this week. She must be
mad at me."
_

better than I am.
"I guess I did a pretty good job
on this assignment. But I know that
my co—worker (who has ten years
more experience than I do) could
have done a much better job."
Those who practice guilty
thinking see their lives as a con—
stant struggle between success and
failure; a mind—set that breeds envy
and competitiveness so we can
"keep up" with others.
13. "Must" and "should" are my
—
favorite words.

10. I‘m a doormat.
As children we believed that our
You do twice as much work
survival depended on being lov—
able. Deep down inside, the fright— around the house, the office, and/
ened child still believes that the or the school as co—workers, fam—
angry person holds the power of ily, and friends do. Even if it‘s
life and death over her; antennae someone else‘sjob, you oftenjump
are always checking for anger. _ in and do it before they‘ve had a
Without any evidence, we de— chance..___—.———=_—_>
Being a doormat often backfires
duce that we‘re to blame for oth—
ers‘ mood swings. When someone because in order for us to play the
actually confronts us with anger , role of martyr, we must cast other
we feel so vulnerable and over— people as ungrateful, lazy ne‘er—do—
whelmed that we will do almost wells so that we can be the vic—
anything to get off the hook and tims of their perceived insensitiv—
restore ourselves to their good ity. Few people, however, want to
graces, including lying, cheating, play the role of the bad guy.
11. I never have any time for
and compromising our ethics.
Nothing is as important as survival, myself.
.
Even though we know that ex—
and anger seems like a direct
ercise, meditation, or plain old rest
threat.
makes us feel better, something
9.
I‘m
not
as
good
as
other
—
people think I am and sooner or else is always more pressing.
later they‘re going to find out I‘m a When‘ we always allow the needs
of others to take precedence over
fraud.
"All those promotions and bo— ourown needs, we‘re reflecting the
nuses were flukes and someday, low self—esteem that accompanies
someone is going to discover that our identity as a "guilty" person not
I‘m really second—rate. It‘s just a worthy of time for herself.
When we don‘t take time to re—
matter of time."
z
This "imposter syndrome" af— store ourselves—in spirit as well
flicts many competent and bright as in body—we reinforce the sense
people who define theirworth in of isolation and helplessness that
terms of what they can produce underliesunhealthy guilt. Ifthere‘s _
rather than who they are. The real no time for us to walk on the beach
problem here is not knowing who or watch a sunset, we‘re not really
we are, which leads to feelings of living.
12. I worry that other people are
emptiness and confusion.

It‘s been a long, exhausting day
and when you finally collapse in
your favorite armchair with a
magazine, you remember you for—
got to iron your partner‘s shirts—
the ones he neglected to take to the
laundry. Without even thinking,
youjump out of your chair and put
someone else‘s needs before your
own. Often what passes as obliga—
tory action is a cover—up for low
self—esteem and an effort to prove
your worth through good deeds
that are beyond the call of duty.

Men of Leather is now...
Leatherworks
Specializing in Exotic Leather Goods,
Toys, & Other Goodies
« Arm Bands

* Collars

* Harnesses

* Masks

* Hoods

* Magazines —

Leather Work Accepted
1264 Madison
722—8963
Mon — Sat 10 — 10
Sunday 1 — 6

Custom

K. A. Moss, M.S.
Eastern Standard

to Open at

Circuit Playhouse

York City, play—
In charting the lives of four Yuppies, a waitress, and a schizophrenic bag lady in New
Standard.
Eastern
1980‘s,
wright Richard Greenberg brings to the forefront the definitive story of the
maintaining
of
ility
unpredictab
the
with
The unexpected wit confronts AIDS and the homeless along
and
comedic
a
into
times
the
of
trauma
the
unfolds
relationships—both Gay and non—Gay—in a way that
middle
and
young
s
more—or—les
be
to
like
is
it
what
tells
play
devastatingly truthful theatrical event. This
class with a conscience, and delves deeply into the collision of the classes.
Alice Miller,
The cast includes Anne Marie Caskey, Gordon Ginsberg, Deborah Harrison, Kevin Jones,
ed at Circuit
beperform
and Jimmy Myatt. The production is being directed by Scott Maitland and will
s and sched—
reservation
For
16.
June
Playhouse, 1705 Poplar Avenue, weekends beginning May 16 through
ule information, call 7264656

"Dealing With Gay & Lesbian
Life Issues"

Midtown Counseling Center
1835 Union Ave., Suite 101
(901) 726—4586
_ Sliding Scale Fee

National AIDS Lobby Days
Lobbying For Our Lives
the country
In the first nationwide effort of its kind, a grass—roots army ofcitizen lobbyists from around
more com—
a
for
press
to
offices
district
their
in
home
at
ives
will meet with U.S. Senators and Representat
AIDS
crisis.
passionate federal response to the
From May 24 through June 3, members of Congress at home for the Memorial Day recess will receive
community service
requests for consituent visits from people with AIDS, HIV—positive persons, local AIDS
short, the widest
nals—in
groups, Gay and Lesbian activists, families, friends, scientists, health professio
on on key
informati
d
backgroun
and
tips
range of people affected by the disease. Armed with lobbying
in
consider
can
legislators
their
that
issues
to
speak
will
AIDS funding issues, grass—roots AIDS lobbyists
research
and
care,
,
prevention
for
funding
increased
are
als
light of specific bills. Among the lobbyists‘ go:
y Act (Ryan White
programs, and for replenishment of the Comprehensive AIDS Resources Emergenc
which lobbyists are
CARE bill). These federal funding issues, however, are intended as a backdrop, against
denial to PWA‘s of
of
accounts
encouraged to tailor their presentations via personal, geographically specific
statistics.
national
to
face
local
a
lend
AIDS clinical trials, basic benefits and services, and to otherwise
"We must
epidemic.
AIDS
the
in
point
critical
a
mark
to
National AIDS Lobby Days is also intended
federal
the
by
reported
cases
AIDS
first
the
of
y
anniversar
tenth
the
remind Congress that June 5th marks
Wamock.
Robert
said
Control,"
Centers for Disease
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MASSAGE
DISCOVER
THE JOY OF TOUCH
GENTLE, RELAXING,
TOTAL BODY MASSAGE
Guaranteed Rejuvenation For
The Bodyand Mind.

a52—1875 Tom Pitman
By
Appointment _ Massage Therapist

gollingtot Pup],
!

1819 Madison — 7250415
The Best Trick In

Town

Dance Floor and Upper Tier
Wednesday
$3 Beer Bust 8:00 PM — 1:00 AM
Show at 11:00 PM
Thursday
$3 Beer Bust 8:00 PM — 1:00 AM
Elvis & Priscilla On Tour
Friday
$5 Beer Bust 8:00 PM — 1:00 AM
Show at 11:00 PM
Saturday
Dance Night
$5 Cover
1st Drink of Your Choice
Sunday
$3 Beer Bust 8:00 PM — 12OOM

ayer‘
sass

Show at 10:30 PM

Bellington Room
Openat5:00 PM
. Tuesday—Sunday
PianoBar&HappyHour
5:00—9:00PM
Tuesday&Friday
DinnerServed
5:00— 11:00PMNightly

Patio Adjacent @ Plenty of Parking
Clip Half Price Dinner Coupon and Save!

II
Rulqple
1819 Madison — 725—0415
8 |I
BUYONEDINNERENTREEATREGULARPRICE&
<1I ~s.
GETSECONDDINNERENTREEATHALFPRICE!*
*Seconddinnerofequalorlesservalue
Coupongoodforlimitedtimeonly!
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Barring ROTC |=
Bill Would Deny Funds to Colleges
Washington, DC — Legislation that could be used to over student records for selective service purposes.
"The Congressman‘s point," said Amon, "is that the federal
~ withhold federal funds from colleges barring Reserve Of— —
Pump Up
government
has an obligation to provide for the defense ofthe
re—
ficer Training Corps (ROTC) programs and military
is a component
cruiting on campus has been introduced n the U.S. House national government and the selective service
—
The
_
merely to as—
introduced
was
bill
the
contends
Amon
that."
of
es.
of Representativ
The legislation, H.R. 1651, sponsored by Rep. Gerald
B. Solomon (R—NY), would deny funds to programs that
do not allow the Secretary of Defense access to students on
campuses or to allow certain student information for re—
3
&
\
—cruiting purposes."
ROTC programs have been under attack by Gay and
Lesbian students around the country because of the U.S.
Military‘s anti—Gay discriminatory policy. Themilitary re—
cruits a significantnumber of officers through ROTC. Na—
tional Gay and Lesbian Task Force (NGLTF) activists are
concemed the Solomon bill will be used to undermine cam—
pus pressure on the Dept. of Defense (DOD) to rescind the
E
policy.
The legislation, according to Dan Amon, Rep. Solomon‘s
press secretary, is in response to policies adopted by local

sure the Dept. of Defense access to students‘ records.
However, NGLTF is concerned that the scope of the legis—
lation is much broader. "As written, this legislation goes way
beyond a mere interest in the mechanics of selective service,"
said Tim Drake, NGLTF Military Freedom Initiative director.
"It could easily be used to punish colleges that have booted
ROTC units off campus."
"Our concern," added Drake, "is that our tax dollars will be
used as a weapon to defend the military‘s institutionalized policy
of discrimination against Lesbians and Gay men."
The Dept. of Defense maintains a personnel policy, Direc—
tive 1332.14, that states in part, "Homosexuality is incompat—

ible with military service." However, studies authorized by the
DOD and released in 1989, including the PERSEREC report,
refute the conclusion drawn in the policy.

Pressure!

NGLTF urges all Gay
men and Lesbians to
visit, write, phone, and
fax their lawmakers.

To involve Gay activists
and build grass—roots

school boards that bar military recruiting and refuse to tum
Promoting Gay Positive Bills, Fighting Negative Amendments,
Focusing on Lesbian Health, Protecting People of Color

Lesbian and Gay Lobbyists in High Gear

constituency pressure,
the Task Force
sponsors
National Lobby Days in

Washington D.C. — Riding high on the wave of un—
precedented political success in the last Congress, NGLTF
‘lobbyists are geared up for what promises to be a continu—
ation of previously fought battles in the current legislative
session. Some 30 bills of interest await the lobbyists as law—
makers turn their attention from the Persian Gulf back to
U.S. shores.
s
The bills, which have already been introduced, range
from Gay and Lesbian civil rights to comprehensive health
care, from arts censorship to ROTC. Five Gay community—
related appropriations bills, including AIDS funding, are
scheduled in the House and Senate. Other Gay—related leg—

Civil Rights
This Congress, lobbyists will increase cosponsorship of the
Federal Gay and Lesbian Civil Rights Bill and build coalitions
to pass the law this decade. The bill bans discrimination based
on sexual orientation. NGLTF lobbyists are building a data
base of discrimination examples and will push for congres—
sional hearings in the near future. The legislation was reintro—
duced last March and has 85 House and 9 Senate cosponsors.

Hate Crimes Statistics Act Implementation
NGLTF is working with the FBI to implement data collec—
tion as mandated for the Federal Hate Crimes Statistics Act,
islation may arise. In addition, NGLTF lobbyists are an— ‘signed into law by President Bush last year. NGLTF is lobby— _
ticipating numerous hostile amendments, possibly offered . ing for funding to fill in gaps, and monitoring law enforcement
training.
by Sen. Jesse Helms (R—NC).
"The 101st Congress was our most successful in his—
tory," said Peri Jude Radecic, NGLTF legislative director.
"This year, we will build support for the federal Gay rights
act, AIDS bills and otherinitiatives. It is a critical time for
us to maintain our gains."
Last year, NGLTF helped pass the Federal Hate Crimes
Statistics Act, the Immigration Reformbill, the Americans
With Disabilities Act (which includes people with AIDS),
and other Gay—positive laws.
AIDS and Health Care
During this Congress at least two major funding bills on
AIDS will come through: The Fiscal 1992 Department of
Labor, Health and Human Services & Education Appro—
priation Bill, which contains funding for AIDS research,
prevention and other matters; and the Housing and Urban
Development Appropriation Bill, which holds funds for
AIDS homelessness.
NGLTF lobbying this year has focusedon AIDS pre—
vention, particularly programs that affect Gay people of
color, immigration for people with HIV, invasive proce—
dures guidelines forhealth care workers, and Lesbian health
;
care. Examples are:
—Clinical Trials Faimess Act, which would guarani
the inclusion of women and minorities in research.
—Women‘s Health Equity Act, a compilation of 22
health care reform bills, including the Women and AIDS
Outreach & Prevention Bill and the Research Initiative
Amendments Bill.
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Freedom of Expression
Gay lobbyists know the spark that ignited the controversy
surrounding the National Endowment for the Arts (NEA) last
year was the artistic depiction of homosexuality and
sadomasochistic sexuality. Jesse Helms stoked the censorship
flames by striking out against homoerotic and feminist art.
At the close of the last Congress, Helms vowed to resume
his attack, boasting, "I sayto those in the arts community, and
all of the homosexuals and all the rest...what is past is pro—
logue—you ain‘t seen nothing yet."
NGLTF has already met with NEA chief John Frohnmayer
to challenge the agency‘s "decency clause" and stand up for
Gay and Lesbian artists. NGLTF will defend freedom of ex—
pression during the sure—to—be contentious Fiscal 1992 NEA
appropriations process.

June,
issues a year—end report
on the first session of
thetwo—session
Congress,
arranges and attends
lobbying appointments
for activists who visit
Washington, and
issues periodic "Action
Alerts" to update
activists.

For more information on
lobbying, contact:
Peri Jude Radecic
or
Belinda Rochelle,
NGLTF

Military Freedom
As part of a multi—pronged strategy, lobbyists will work with
Members of Congress to pressure the Pentagon to change its
anti—Gay policy. Already, 40 members of Congress signed a
letter to President Bush calling for an end to the policy and
saluting Operation Desert Storm Gay and Lesbian service mem—
bers.
However, activists are concerned about a bill recently intro—
duced by Rep. Gerald Solomon (R—NY). The bill would with—
hold federal funds from colleges barring Reserve Officer Train—
ing Corps (ROTC) programs and military recruiting. ROTC
programs, which provide a significant number of officers to
the U.S. Armed Forces, have been under attack by Gay and
Lesbian students. NGLTF has already conferred with Rep.
Solomon‘s staff to express concem about the bill.

_

1734 14th St. NW,
Washington D.C., 20009,
(202) 332—6483
Pump Up
The
Pressure!

The GLAAD Bulletin

Life Slights Gay Families, Cosell on
Report
Gays, and 20/20‘s Gays In Military
he says, "let‘s just say that I don‘t rade." Commenting on several
Life and Gay
condone it, and you won‘t find me openly Gay or Lesbian sports per—
Families
marching in any Gay rights pa— sonalities, Cosell propagates the

nasty stereotype of Lesbians and
Gays as child molesters out to "re—
cruit" heterosexual youth. He
quotes Australian tennis cham—
pion Margaret Court calling
Martina Navratilova "a bad ex—
ample for younger players because
of her admitted homosexuality."

Although Cosell claims he‘s
"well known for respecting the
rights of minorities and all indi—
viduals," he thinks its okay to slan—
der Lesbians and Gay men in
print. After all, he reminds us,
"sodomy [is] a disgusting subject
continued on page 16
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@
LJ
®
_ Life magazine has inaugurated a ®
e
series on the family by publishing @
MEMPHIS
is
e
potshots at Gay men.
®
~The April edition of Life intro— ®
duces its year—long series "The ®
3
I Ga
American Family." Naturally, our ®®
haw
‘“°“
question is, "Will the series include ®
S & 9 mey
ga
ob
sensitive coverage of Gay and ®
®
Lesbian families?" Sadly, the an— @
swer is no, for the time being,since LJ
®
we were largely absent from the #
magazine‘s first foray into the ®
&
topic. More troubling, however, ®
is the way in which homophobia &
@
crept into an article that did appear ©
®
in this inaugural issue.
&
An article titled "The Last An— ®
gry Woman" profiles the efforts of @
®
Faye Yager to save women and e
their children from abusive men. &
@
So far so good. But then the ar— &
ticle quotes Yager as having this ®
to say about a group of people she @®
sees standing outside of a church: @
"Homosexuals, queers, the whole _ ®
®
bit. Look at that guy in that blue e
T—shirt over there. I‘ll bet you he‘s &
®
i
— Scott
as queer as a two—dollar bill." She e
Hard Bodies Calendar Man
continues, "I can just spot them a e
&
mile away. The way they walk. ®
They walk like they got a comcob ®
e
up their behind."
®
Yager is angry at this group of @
people because they belong to the ®LJ
same congregation as a man she — e
has accused of abusing his children ®
®
in satanic rituals. Her homopho— ®
bic response seems peculiar and #
e
out of place; nonetheless, the &
A*
e
article‘s writer let it go without &
t
®
"a,
o o o o o o a o o 000o0 0 00o 0e
comment. It‘s difficult to imagine &
ooooooao oooo0 o oo0 00o0o 00 0
®
Life magazine letting a similar rac—
@
ist or anti—Semitic comment ap— e
FIRST C1ASS MALE:
&
pear without editorializing.
®
We urge you to complain to Life #
__:
1991 U.S. INVASION TOURS
about the irresponsible way in @
e
which they handled Faye Yager‘s e
homophobia. Also, tell them you ®
®
want to read stories about Gay and ®
PLUS 2 MORE HOT MEN
Lesbian families in future editions @
ofthe magazine. Write to: Mr. Jim @
®
s
|
Gaines, Managing Editor, Life ®
1 SHOW ONLY — 11 PM — SUNDAY, MAY 19th
&
Magazine, Time Life Building,
®
COVER $5.00
Rockefeller Center, New York, LU
L
NY 10020.
(Sorry, This Show Only...No 1st Bottle or Beer Bust)
@
&
@
Gays, Sports &
®
RegularShows
@
&
Howard Cosell
— 11:00 PM + Friday & Saturday — 1:15 AM
Monday
®
Recently, GLAAD got a lookat &
Movie Night
§
an advance copy of Howard e
e
Every Wednesday — 10:00 PM + Optional Beer Bust 8 to 12
Cosell‘s new book, What‘ s Wrong &
With Sports, about to be published ©
®
by Simon & Schuster. In it, the e
Beer Bust or First 2 Bottle Beers 2 to 6 PM + DJ 2:00 to 4:30 PM « Show — 4:30 PM
famous loudmouth lets us know ®
ALL FOR JUST $3.00
®
exactly how he feels about—you &
QOQOQOCQOQOQ-O‘000.0000...
® CO0.00.0.00.0.000.0.00000'00000000000000OCOQOQOC
guessed it— Lesbians and Gays.

by Karin Schwartz and David
Pearl
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"In the case of homosexuality,"
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(Tsarus‘ pyramid doesn‘t count, they
had one before Sidney Schtinker
knew that Memphis even existed—
or pyramids, for that matter.)
Some leather friends of ours, who
have sealed our lips with the most
successful of sealants, did allow
us to allow that there
will be a very
special com—
ing out on
June 8. If you
really, must
know details,
well, we do
write another
column before
‘Dustbuster
then.
Festival
We enjoyed
We hope to see the _
being
involved
in the
opening of the showbar
MGLCC fundraiser at Reflec—
side of Chaps during the month of
May. Owner David Bulliner took us tions. A good time was had by all and
over to see the space. It should prove a good $1,000 was raised by same.
quite workable and comfortable. It Yes, Chi‘ren, Dee Dee Whitaker can
will include a dance floor and stage act without paint—as can we our—
and its own entrance to Chaps‘ enor— selves.
Eastern Standard, a very interest—
mous patio.
— The combined run of Wings and ing play about Yuppie attitudes and
— Women of Leather is charging New York City, opens at Circuit Play—
through the planning stages. The house this month. A Gay couple fig—
name has been changed to Unity ures prominently in the script, and we
Weekend, and a beautiful run pin is have heard good reports.
The cast (both of them) and com—
being designed by artist David
Maddox. Somebodyhas jumped off pany (all the rest of them) and all 20
the pyramid bandwagon! Hallelujah! ‘or so residents of the thriving me—
It is a fine and beautiful thing to
see heart at work; and in so many
places—the ATEAC auction, a drag
benefit, the theatrical stage; and the
outpouring of generosity from each
and every audience. We say this of—
ten. We cannot say it enough, con—
sidering so many ofus are
perceived as less than
human by so many
‘others. .
§
We consider
ourselves much
more than merely
lucky.

|

tropolis of Tuna, Texas, will join in a
fundraiser to benefit ATEAC in May.
Watch for details and drop by for an
evening of high camp and fun. Oh,
yes, the show is called Greater Tuna.
Gay Pride events are also well in
the works, several in one week. Yes,
Juanita, there will be a Gay River
Ride—of course there will!!!!
Congratulations to Miss Made—
moiselle Michelle Scott and Louis
Bradford of Atlanta, Mr. Black Ten—
nessee.
Speaking of fundraisers, where do
you find the biggest concentration of
semi—nude people? We just had a
leather contest. We don‘t really have
a beach to speak of, but we will be
having a Gay/Lesbian Car Wash on
May 18 to benefit the Community
Center. Watch for details or call the
We will be swathed carefully con—
cealing, Statue of Liberty—esque,
swags and furbelows—we leave ex—
posure to the experts. Now as for
showing one‘s derriere.......we said it
first Cuntessa!
We think that Eight is Enough! We
heard with our own shell pink ears
from the chef‘s mouth that eight,
count ‘em, eight buffets were pre—
© pared and consumed by the 100 or so
participants in the Mr. Leather Ten—
nessee contest (not pageant,

Memphis

contest......some folks are very spe—
cific about this but Vanessa Vogue,
Lord love her, really didn‘t realize
that). We ourselves sampled much of
the fare (and you may think exactly
as you like, Prunella) and do hereby,
with the power of the pen vested in
us by our editors and our own colos—
sal nerve, dub Jere, Thank—You—Sir,
Douglas Dead—on—His—Feet—Chef—of—
the—Year for 1991. Thanks also to
Dennis, Stan, Vance, and Jeff for pro—
viding such a fun event and giving all
those out of towners something else
nice to say about ouah faiah city. We
haven‘t had......er......met everyone
else who worked so hard but thank
you all too. We do have this soft spot
for chauffeur types—you know who
you are.
You know, explaining leather to a
middle—of—the—road Gay or Lesbian is
as difficult as explaining drag to a
Baptist. Ask someone who is involved
if you‘re interested.
Travels With Your Aunt
We think that traveling to Arkan—
sas would be a lovely thing to do ev—
ery month. We hope the gentlefolk of
Little Rock will think so too.
The Runaround
Chaps will hold its first Miss
Chaps pageant on May 6 show di—

GayCoalition, Incﬂe'

Annual
Gay Pride Boat Ride
Saturday
—

June 22, 1991
9:00 PM —

_

$15.00 or

$25.00 per couple

lz-ﬂeTﬁmgleJougleleay 19.971 a

rector Peaches has the details. Once
again, the You Ain‘t Right Club will
have a club night on May 11. This will
feature, getthis, a Granny Weaver
Look—a—like Contest and a special ap—
pearance by the Grannettes. Kinda
makes the earth sway under your feet,
don‘t it.
Billie Jo Casino will star in an—
other of her famous shows on April
28 at WKRB.
The Pipeline is resting from all of
this month‘s mayhem but will host a
Tsarus club night in May. The Pi—
pettes are planning their biggest
Fourth of July benefit to date—pro—
ceeds will go to St. Jude research.
The Apartment Club will have its
Majorette Jamboree April 28. Miss
Dreamgirl US A will be chosen May
19.
;
Elvis lives! Even if he sometimes
does look suspiciously like Melina.
Watch for him/her/it every Thursday
at Rumples. We are sick, we are sick,
we are sick, sick, sick!
Final Round
We could not be prouder if we had
birthed you ourselves.
Good luck, sweet Matthew, Mr.
Leather Tennessee, 1991.
Ta, ta.
Lady A.

Play with the BJG BOYS!
Ryan White Remembered
Cicero, IN—About 20 people of parents and officials who
gathered at the gravesite ofRyan thought he was a threat to other
White,oneyearafterhisdeath. He children. His fight drew support
isrememberedforhiscourageand from celebrities such as Michael
persistence in his personal fight Jackson, Elton John, and First
19009991114
against AIDS as well as his fight Lady Barbara Bush. Although he
againstthe ignorance and intoler— wonhis fightto remainin school,
ancehe wasconfronted with.The thefamilydidnotfeelwelcomein
White family minister, Rev. Ray Kokomo and moved to Cicero.
LIVE‘! Nationwide Action
Probasco,said,"Hewantedtohelp Here, residents and students were
NO CREDIT CARD REQUIRED
people who. were living with moresupportive.Whitedied April
AIDS,notdyingfromthedisease." 8, 1990, atthe age of 18.
Hismotherreadapoemwrittenby Jeanne White, Ryan‘s mother,
MichaelJackson.
dedicated herself to carrying
PLUS
b OUR
NEW
White, a hemophiliac, con— has
on
the
work
that
her
son
started.
tractedthediseasethroughblood— She is currently on a promotion
DOMNADIRTY
clotting agents. Hemadenational tour of her son‘s book, Ryan
L_INEE
headlines when he fought to re— White:My OwnStory
mainin school againstthe wishes
Second Florida Dentist
_
1900
Reveals He Is HIV Positive
Miami, FL—Dr. Robert A. Engel knew as early as 1988 that
« Engels,aFloridaorthodontist,has he was HIV positive. Philip —
8721114
sent letters to his 750 patients in— Weintraub, a spokesman for the
AdultsOnly! $1PerMinute/$2First
forming them that he has AIDS AmericanDentalAssociation,said
andthathe is closinghis practice. that Engel followed CDC guide—
linesusingmasks,gloves,andeye
Reactions
fromoffered
the patients
mixed. Some
him were
best protection.
He was also not per—
wishes while others consulted forming oral surgery. Chances of
infection areextremely low.
lawyers.
Still,Engel‘spatientsarebeing
The
CDC
has
reported
that
in
the last 10 years, 156 dental urgedbystateofficialstobetested.
workers have contracted AIDS. Eighty—two patients have been
But only in the case of dentist tested and an additional 300have
David J. Acer is there any suspi— scheduled appointments. None of
cion of dentist—to—patient trans— Engel‘s patients have tested posi—
missionofthedisease.Acerwrote tive. To date, the only suspected
his patients,justbefore his death, cases of dentist—to—patient trans—
DANCE & SHOWBAR
A
revealing that he had AIDS and mission are patients ofAcer.
urgingthem to get tested. Several In related news, Gov. Lawton 92 North Avalon (Center City Shopping Center) « 272—1528
ofEngel‘spatientshaveconsulted Chiles said he plans to introduce
attommeyRobertMontgomerywho legislation requiring health care
representsthreeofAcer‘spatients professionals to reveal to patients
THE HOTTEST DANCE & SHOWBAR INTOY
whoareHIVpositiveandclaimthat their HIV positive status or force
Aceristhesourceoftheinfection. themtorefrainfrom invasiveoral
Montgomery has said that treatments
Tuesday —
Kirby Kincaid Show with SpecialG
Needle Exchange Trial
$3.00 Cover * Beer Bust 8 to 12
Ends With Hung Jury
Wednesday —
E
and Camille
Redwood City, CA — Two Joey Tranchina
used the "necessity de—
AIDS activists who said they ran Anacabe
Billie Jo Casino Show with Spe
fense,"arguingthattheybrokethe
anillegaldirtyneedleexchangeto law
$3.00 Cover * Beer Bust 8 to 12
greatergood— inthis
save lives convinced 11 ofthe 12 forthe
to save the lives ofdrug ad—
jurorshearingtheircase.The 12th case
juror, the father of a drug addict, dicts.TranchinaandAnacabewere
Thursday & Sunday —
with having syringes
was unconvinced and the result charged
without aprescription, a crime in
Reflections Showcast mth Sp
was amistrial.
11 states and the Disctrict ofCo—
Theprosecutorshavedecidednot lumbia.
$3.00 Cover « Beer Bust 8 to 12
The offense carriedupto
tore—trythecase, butvowtheywill ayearinjail.
prosecutesimilarcasesinthefuture.
May NOW Meeting Rescheduled
Because of a scheduling conflict, the May meeting of the
Memphis Chapter of the National Organization for Women
(NOW) will beheld onThursday, May 2 at 7 p.m. atthe Main
Library at Peabody & McLean. Chapter meetings are usually
held onthe firstTuesdayofeachmonth.

Friday & Saturday —
Reflections Showeast with Specig
$3.00 Cover « Beer Bust 8 to 12 Showtime 12: OO‘
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Social Opportunities Expanded
During The 1970s
Engineers‘ Beach, Gay Movies, Roller Skating,
and Drag Shows

[U
ganization sponsored spaghetti
suppers, dances, and other ac—
tivities. Several Queen‘s Men
dances were held at the Ameri—
can Legion Hall on Court Av—
enue, according to group
spokesman Wayne Newsome.
Beginning in 1973, the
Queen‘s Men also sponsored
the annual "Miss Gay Mem—
phis" pageant for female imper—
sonators. This was joined in
1975 by the first annual "Miss
Gay Mid—South" competition.
The Black Gay Com—
. munity also had its pageants
and contests for female imper—
sonators. These included "Miss
Black Gay Memphis" and
"Miss Black Gay Tennessee."
Overall, the 1970s saw a
vast improvement in places to
go and things to do for Mem—
phis Gays. This was true both
in quantity and quality. Among
those who remembered the "old
days," there was widespread
agreementthat the Gay commu—
nity never had it so good activ—
ity wise.
In the midst of this social
wealth, however, dissenting
voices could be heard. A few
Gay Memphians wondered if
there shouldn‘t be more to lo—
cal Gay life than dance bars,
drag shows and cruising in the

of the Loon," "Boys in the
Sand," and the locally pro—
duced "Miss Memphis Pag—
eant" series. These films were
advertised through circulars
distributed at local Gay bars.
After the Guild closed in
Even in 1976, Gays and Les—
bians were looking for other 1975, Kendall continued these
things to do besides an evening "special showings" at the
at a bar. Here
Bristol
are some ex—
e
Theatre
:
A Memphian‘s ,
ave.

Written by Fred Harris (ac—
tually author Fred Parris) for
Gaiety Newspaper in 1976, ed—
ited by Gary Poe, compiled with
asides by Vincent Astor.

During the
M
@
Sum—
s u m m er
em01
m e T
months, some
;
A vie .
Memphis
by Vincent Astor
The ad—
Gays began going to
mission
Engineers‘ Beach, a stretch of charge for the Gay films at
shoreline on the Arkansas side of both theatres was $2.
the Mississippi River south ofthe
From 1969 to: 1972,
old bridge. Word of the area cir— Kendall and his "Belles Lim—
culated swiftly and it obtained a ited, Inc." also sponsored an
reputation as a sort of "Gay annual "Miss Memphis" com—
beach."
;
petition for female imperson—
In actuality, the beach was ators. Most of these contests
"mixed" at best and homosexu— were held at the Guild Theatre,
als revealed their sexual prefer— but a 1970 pageant, called the
ence at their own risk. In mid— "Miss Cotton Festival," took
1975, several Memphians were place at the Holiday Inn
attacked by club—wielding hood— Rivermont.
Another source ofGay pag—
lums who objected to supposed
eants and otherentertainments
male fondling on the beach.
For several months during the during this period was the
winter and spring of 1974, Gay Queen‘s Men, a by—invitation—
roller skating was held on Mon— only social organization.
day nights at the Skatehaven Founded in January 1971 and
Rink on Brooks road. Arranged chartered by the state three

by a Gay employee of the rink,
the activity attracted several
dozen people each week, mostly
males. Races and other contests
were held and drawing forprizes
featured. The "Gay night" was
discontinued after several
months.
The 1970s also saw the ar
rival of a "lavender cinema" in
Memphis, as Bill Kendall‘s
Guild Theatre on Poplar pre—
sented such films as "The Song

months later, the Queen‘s Men
was set up to sponsor a Gay.
formal cotton camival ball,
similar to those held in New
Orleans for Mardi Gras.
From 1972 to 1974, the for—
mal ball was heldat ClubPara—
dise at 645 E. Georgia Ave. In
1975, the ballroom at the top
ofthe Mid—City Building was
rented for the occasion.
To eam money for the ball
and charitable projects, the or—

park. Recreational opportunities
were important, they agreed, but
other human needs existed as
well.
Nextmonth, in honorofGay
Pride Week, we‘ll be looking at
Gay Organizations and Activi—
ties.
Remember, this was written
in 1976. Next month you and I
can compareFred‘sperceptions
ofthat time with our own .I as—
sureyou thatitisan eye—opener.

Circuit Playhouse
presents

EASTERN
STANDARD
A PLAY BY RICHARD GREENBERG
May 16 through June 16
RESERVATIONS
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Holy Trinity

Yet Passeth Not

To Dave P. for reasons many
of us know.
To Marty for the same reasons.
To Mike Bryant and Dennis
Pernell for their many hours of
barge toting and bale lifting.
To Rod (Robo) for his impos—
ing presence and authority figure
making sure we all behaved.
To Dennis Lawrence for keep—

liason abilities.
To Mark ofMemphis who gave
immense help during the rehearsal
process, doing so much without
being asked, and keeping us from
falling asleep.
To Frank and David who en—
abled us to hold the contest in a
wonderful space and who donated
their time and kind support with—
out reservation.
To Vincent Astor who gave us
so much support, an ear when we
needed ideas sounded out, a shoul—
der to scream on, and a thousand
helpful suggestions before and
during the contest.
To all the contestants (without
whom there would have been no
contest) for their consistently posi—
tive attention and their willingness
to put themselves into the frying
pan and the fire.
To all the judges—my leather
family—for their patience and at—

Community Church
=.

"The Church That Love Is Building"

~ 2323 Monroe Ave. at East Parkway South

Sunday School — Sundays at 9:45 A.M.
Worship Service — Sundays at 11:00 AM
(6:30 Evening Services Begin May 19)
Bible Study — Wednesdays at 7:30 PM
Join us for the debut of our newly formed
choir at the May 19 Evening Service.
We are here for all your needs
Worship Services — Bible Studies
Gay & Lesbian Parents Support Group
For more information, call HTCC at 726—9443.

tention to detail.
Most of all, to those of you who
attended the weekend‘s activities
for your positive support and con—
stant kind words.

Anonymous and Free
HIV/AIDS
Testing and Counseling
Wednesdays

Many people have asked me,
now that I have stepped aside, if I
will continue to write this column.
My answer is as follows: I shall
continue to report and comment on
the leather community and our
activities. You all must realize that
once a person earns any kind of
title in the leather world it stays
with you so long as you remain
active and visible and vocal. I in—
tend to do all three as long as there
remains a breath in my body.
The quote for the month is from
Shakespeare: "How sharper than
a serpent‘s tongue, a thankless
child...."

5—7 PM
Memphis Gay & Lesbian Community Center
Call 576—7714 for a private appointment.
I)“ No Credit Cards or COD‘s Free

Gay Pride
Month
Is Coming

Mr. Leather Tennessee Contestants: (LR) Matt Presley (Winner), Mark Dawson (Second
Alternate), Ceasar, Rod Goldy, Pace, andRon Wilson (First Alternate)

I‘m Candy and I‘ll give you
permission to do anything you
,want to do to me. I‘m just like
the Candy that melts in your
mouth, call:
FREE FREE
Swingers Girls & Guys &
Couples Name & Phone
Numbers who want to meet
you call direct: FREE FREE
1—901—388—8000

oat ooo

This month‘s article is in the
nature of a thank you. The contest
weekend for Mr. Leather Tennes—
see was a success for many rea—
sons, not the least of which was
choosing my successor, Matthew
Presley—an individual I respect
and admire in many ways. He is a
welcome addition to the titleholder
family.
The whole contest preparation
process and its execution was a
true community experience. To
my recollection, there was no dis—
play of fighting, negativity, or at—
titude from anyone. If something
needed to be done, many volun—
teered immediately and cheerfully.
My thanks to all, and specifically:
To Dennis and Stan, without
whom the contest itself would
never have happened. These men
are the founders of our leather
feast, and we are indebted to their
generosity.
To the Pipeline staff, who were
the backbone of the weekend. Jeff
created and executed a complete
new look for the patio in record
time, and we will enjoy the bal—
cony for many years to come.
To Jere, whose expertise in cu—
linary arts remains a constant, re—
liable, and delicious experience.
The hours and energy he exerted
for our benefit are already legend—

ing the contestants together and
running a spot, fetching people, —
and all the other thousands of du—
ties.
To Paul, Cliff, and Wallace
who performed such a myriad of
helpful acts.
To Chuck Saylor who served as
the contest Tally Master and week—
end bus driver.
To Doug Rusinko who brought
a gift from the Flower Market and
enabled us to be visually surprised.
To Ed Hammet for his dona—
tion, yet again, to our set design.
To the Waggettes for the use of
the spotlight.
To Jeff P. who ran the spot.
To Melina who rose at the crack
of dawn, put up with our nervous—
ness, and gave the contest great
sounds and movement.
To Fred and Jimmy for their
constant pleasant petsonahues and

_ Free No Credit Cards or COD‘s Free

By Vance Reger

Tiring Women & Men — $20 perchour.

Mr. Leather Tennessee Judges: (L—R) Linda Vickery, Larry Griffin, Charles Jacques, Mark
Ryan, David Yoder, Brian Dawson, and David Armstrong «
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The Chronicles of G.
Bellington Rumples
My name is G. Bellington
Rumples and this is my story.
After years of wandering the
earth in search of my destiny,
knowing that eventually it would
be revealed to me, I was led to the
new City of the King, the city of
the glass and steel pyramid beside
the Father of the Waters. It was to
Memphis that I knew I must move
to discover the meaning of the old
Gypsy woman‘s words. When I
stood astride the fertile Arkansas
landscape and looked upon the
glittering lights of this city named
for the ancient capital of Egypt, I
knew that I had found my place,
— and I resolved to make Memphis
my home as soon as possible.
I was comforted by a sudden
memory: I would not be here with
no friends, for I had met a man dur—
ing my last stay in Egypt several
years before who was from Mem—
phis. At the time we quickly struck
up a deep friendship, and I found
in him a true and kindred soul. We
spent countless hours discovering
the wonders of eternal Egypt, and
discussing, in the shadow of the
great pyramids and the Sphinx,
destiny, reincarnation, and the
wondrous cycle of life on this
planet. It has long been my belief
that our soul is rarely finished in
its physical incarnation in just one
life. I believe that life is actually a
great cycle embracing many lives
stretching across the wheeling fab—
ric of time.
He and I discussed these things,
and a most rare and wondrous
event occurred: we discovered a
mutual understanding in a very
short period of time, so rare in the
world, and we knew from almost
the moment we met that this was
not the first time we had known
one other, although it was the first
time in this life that we had met.
And so Frank and I spent an
idyllic month in Egypt, and when
the time came at last for him to sail
back to his home, he extracted a
promise from me that I would visit
him in Memphis. He knew of my
quest, for we spent a great deal of
time puzzling over the meaning of
my search, and where it might lead
me. He understood that this search,
this desperate quest formy destiny,
would be the consuming force of
my life. He knew that my life must
move in that direction if I was to
find peace, and the likelihood of
us remaining close friends seemed
sadly nonexistent as he sailed back
to America. Neither of us would
have believed an incredible twist
would lead me in just a few years
to his very doorstep, but that is pre—
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cisely what happened. Late last
summer, as I stood there in Arkan—
sas gazing at Memphis for the first
time, I was overjoyed that I would
be coming here to this place.
But still there was a question in
my mind: why Memphis? The
reason for being led to this city
seemed not at all clear to me. I only
knew that it was here that I was to
discover my destiny, but the form
that this would take seemed as
vague as ever. However, a surprise
was waiting for me.
Upon arriving in Memphis I im—
mediately contacted Frank, and we
renewed our friendship with such
ease it was as if we hadnever been
separated. He spent days with me
showing me the city, and I stood
in the shadow of the Great Ameri—
can Pyramid with tears in my eyes.
Here in fact was that which I had
previously only glimpsed in
dreams. We visited the home ofthe
King, and as we passed through the
famous music gates and prepared
to sweep up the inclining circular
drive to the house, I felt what oth—
ers must surely feel here; not only
a sense of peace but of power as
well. A strange electric quality was
present in the atmosphere.
<
Probably that which had the
most effect on me was the time we
spent on the bluff overlooking the
great Father of the Waters. Here I
contemplated the wide and pow—
erful river, the famous American
Nile, and here Frank and I spent
hours in the type of speculative
conversation that we had shared in
a very different, but in some ways
oddly similar, environment in
Egypt. We discussed again many
things, but we always returned
again and again to the forces that
brought me to this city and what I
was to do now.
In our talks I felt that I had
learned a great deal about my
friend, and he welcomed me into
his world. Our taste in music and
books was nearly identical, and his
love for art and creating a personal
space of great beauty I found to be
parallel with my own. Yet in some
ways he remained a bit of a mys—
tery to me, for it seemed that words
were always on the tip of his
tongue, but never were they re—
vealed.
At last on a bright afternoon
when the sun shone through the
crimson leaves of fall, he began to
tell me of his plan. Haltingly at
first, but then gaining momentum
as I was swept up into his words,
he told me of a dream that he had
in which we stood together at the
door of a place where people were
continued on page 17
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THURSDAY NIGHT LIVE!

MIDNIGHT WITH

JoAnn

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY NIGHT:
CRUISIN® MUSIC BY "THE INFLATABLE DJ"
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DRINK SPECIALS EVERY DAY
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20/20s Gays in the Service
by Kirk—Evan Billet
Television news has spent
quite a lot of time on issues sur—
rounding the Persian Gulfwar lately,
but they have finally discovered an
aspect vital to our community.
Though not in the mainstream
news, the horrendous anti—Gay
policy of the United States mili—
tary became a hot topic in the Les—
bian and Gay press. The armed
forces routinely discharge or pros—
ecute Lesbians and Gays discov—
ered in the ranks, but with the on—
set of war, the infamous "stop—
loss" policy was initiated. Under
this plan, routine discharges of
Lesbian or Gay service—people
may be delayed at the discretion
of individual commanders, thereby
retaining more forces for battle.
The discharges may then take
place after those personnel are no
longer needed. This cruel policy
has brought the non—logic and
prejudice of the military more into
the open than ever before.
ABC‘ s 20/20 recently featured
a segment called "Secrets in the
Service,"outlining the anti—Gay
policy. Reporter John Stosal in—
terviewed several Gay and Les—

bian people formerly in the service
or the ROTC, who gave their per—
sonal stories.
Kate Dyer of U.S. Represen—
tative Gerry Studds‘ office spoke
out on the profound injustices
faced by Lesbian and Gay people
who want to serve. 20/20 said they
went to great lengths to get any—
one at all in the armed forces to
comment on the Pentagon‘s
policy, but everyone refused. 20/
20 then attempted to make the
Pentagon‘s case for them, and gave
Gay former midshipman Joe
Steffan the opportunity to refute
the argument. The comparison
was made with arguments against
racial integration of the armed
forces many years ago, with the
observation that none ofthose rac—
ist arguments proved true after in—
tegration.
20/20‘s generally very good
report was marred in its final
moments by Barbara Walters, who
made an insensitive off—hand re—
mark legitimizing the military‘s
dehumanizing prejudice. She said,
"This is a very strong subject and
very controversial and I guess
there‘s validity on both sides."
Walters has since issued a clarify—
ing statement, in which she says

she meant that the Pentagon be—
lieves its position to be valid, and
that as a newsperson, her private
support for gays and lesbians can—
not be made known.
Unfortunately, her first com—
ment was on national television.
To commend 20/20‘s report and
to give them your thoughts on their
work and on Barbara Walters‘ re—
marks, write to: Victor Neufeld,
Executive Producer 20/20 ABC
News 47 West 66 Street New
York, New York 10023—6290.
The "Secrets in the Service"
segment was produced by David
Sloan, at the same address, which
also goes for Barbara Walters.
Your letters: protesting the
Pentagon‘s policy should go to
President Bush.
The preceding material was
made available by the Gay & Les—
bian Alliance AgainstDefamation.
For more information, contact
them at GLADD, 80 Varick Street,
Suite 3E, New York, NY 10013 or
call (212) 966—1700

20/20 Report continuedfrom page 11
onstrated by the indulgent view he takes of the old—fashioned woman—
izing ofstraight males in sports.
It‘s ironic that Simon & Schuster recently decided not to print Brent
Ellis Easton‘s new novel, American Psycho, after paying an advance,
presumably because ofits graphic depiction ofviolence against women.
Simon & Schuster need to hear that you find Cosell‘s bigotry equally
offensive, and that their decision to publish this book implies approval
of anti— Gay prejudice. Write to: Richard Snyder, Chair of the Board
Simon & Schuster, 1230 Sixth Avenue, New York, NY 10020. You
can also write to Howard Cosell care of Simon & Schuster to let him —
know what you think is wrong with What‘s Wrong With Sports.
CNrONICI@S continuedfrom page 16
free to be themselves, where they could come and dance with whom—
ever they wished, and where laughter and the sounds of people enjoy—
ing the comforts of each other mingled with the sounds ofmusic. It was
an enchanting picture that Frank drew for me, I was caught up in it
immediately, and as I listened to his words I realized that I had found
my destiny.
And so it came to pass that the place called G. Bellington Rumples
was bom.
<4:
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For more information,
call Debbie at 458—7431
or Lee at 327—6165
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EXPERIENCED
CARPENTER

ALL CUSTOM CARPENTRY

+

DECKS, KITCHENS AND REPAIR WORK OF ANY NATURE
RELATED TO HOMES AND BUILDINGS
RESTORATION AND REHABILITATION

WORK WITH A GAY CARPENTER FOR THE BEST RESULTS
CALL LEN GLOSQUE AT 276—0135

OFFICE (901) 278—4380
RES. (901) 365—0260

DAVIES —SOWELL, INC.
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MLS

Te.

Affiliate Broker
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STEVE SOLOMON

54 S. COOPER
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The Gay Memphis Resources Directory
is printed as a public service, and its
listings are free. Agencies and businesses
listed herein have requested to be listed,
but have not been charged.
ADULT BOOKSTORES
Airport Bookmart: 2214 Brooks Rd E.
— 345—0657.
Cherokee Adult Book Store: 2947
Lamar — 744—7494.
Getwell Book Mart: 1275 Getwell —
454—7765. _
Paris Adult Entertainment Center:
2432 Summer — 323—2665. —
BOOKS & GIFTS
Meristem: Feminist Book Store — 930
South Cooper — 276—0282.

CLASSIFIED Rates: Personal,
non—commercial ads FREE. Limit
of30 words (including address or
phonenumber)anda $2.00 charge
for the use ofour P.O. Box. Please
specify ifyou want to use our P.O.
Box.Commercial adsare charged
~ at the rate of20¢ per word, $3.00
minimum. Phone numbers and zip
codes arefree. Deadlinefor ads is
the 15th of each month. Send to
Triangle JournalNews, Box 11485
Memphis, TN 38111—0485.
Classifieds must be submitted in
writing andmustincludeyour name
and a telephone number where
youcanbe reachedto verify thead.
If you would like a copy of the
issue your ad appears in, please
cover
ANNOUNCEMENTS
Gay andLesbianAmericanIndians
who are interested in coming
togetherwithothers oflikeheritage
(901)
BED & BREAKFAST
Ozark Bed/Breakfast 5 wooded
acres of privacy in a fun vacation
area. Exclusive resort for men &
women. Hot tub. Country club
privileges. Greenwood Hollow
Ridge, Rt 4 Box 155, Eureka
Springs, AR 72632, (501) 253—
5283.
%
PERSONALS
Black male seeking TV‘s, TS‘s,
white cross—dressers, white bi—
couples, kinky couples for
friendship and fun times. Call
anytime day or night: (318) 339—
9269. I am clean, discreet, open—
minded, versatile, like all cultures.
Any ages, 21 to 60. Meet in
Natchez, Ferriday, or Vidalia, LA.
CB, PO Box 941, Jonesville, LA
71343.
GBM, 25,511",
lightbrown
skin, good—looking, clean shaven,
well—educated. New in town and
lonely. Notintobarsceneorgames.
Very easy—going, romantic, and
honest. Open to many interests.
Seeking true friend, 25 oryounger.
Race totally unimportant, but
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BULLETIN BOARDS
The Personals: Gay computer bulletin
board — 300 or 1200 baud — 274—6713.
(You must have a computer and
modem to access this service.)
Two‘s Company: Gay computerbulletin
board and computer support.
"Handles"accepted. 1200/2400baud.
726—4073.
CARPENTRY
Len Glosque: — 276—0135.
CARPET CARE / CLEANING
SERVICES
King‘s Kleaning Service: Home or
Office — 272—0609.
Lee‘s Carpet Care: Commercial or
Residential, 24—hr. service, free
estimates — 327—6165.

honesty and personality are. Reply
to Dept. J—05, Box 11485,
Memphis, TN 38111—0485.
GWM, 22, 59", 155#, br/bl, likes
movies, dinner, conversation,
friendship/relationship. Seeks
GWM, 18—30. Phone: Donnie at
(901) 794—9196.
GWM, 23, 5°8", bl/br, smoker,
small drinker, very attractive. I am
lookingtomeetthat special person.
(Not into looks, but they help.) I
accept people for themselves! I‘m
very tired of games that people
play. I can handle the bars to some
extent, give or take a few. I want to
meet a person that can be real!
That‘s not afraid to take a chance
on meeting this special person!
Only sincere replies please: Dept.
S$—03, Box 11485, Memphis, TN
38111—0485.
§
GWM, 24, 510", 150#, seeking
GBM for fun and friendship. No
fems or drugs. Reply to: Dept. M—
05, Box 11485, Memphis, TN
38111—0485.
ss
GWM, 59", 167#, br/bl, sincere,
masculine, discreet, home—
oriented. Seeks GWM, 2140, with
similar qualities for movies,
dinners,
travel,
bowling,
friendship/1:1 relationship. Reply
to: Box 38185, Memphis, TN
38183.
Into Glory Holes? Let‘s swap info
on locations nationwide and
beyond. Your info gets mine.
Write: John, 3169 Josibet Lane,
Memphis, TN 38116.
KINKY, MASOCHIST man
pleasures wanted by butch, hairy,
6‘1", burly, WM, stud, 40, 200#,
healthy. Seek sweaty, WM, MP
cop/leather/levi, WS, CB bondage,
T work, mutual safe. No drugs,
torture, strings. Apply w/photo to
Kurt, Dept. R—02, Box 11485,
Memphis, TN 38111—0485.
ONE HOT CALIFORNIA MAN,
here temporarily, seeks buddies in
SW TN, NMS, NW AL. Stats: 36,
5°10", 160#,veryhandsome, hairy,
well—built, and beautifully
equipped. Varied interests,
especially outdoors. UB: 28 to 45,

COMMUNITY GROUPS
Adult Children of Alcoholics (ACOA):
Meets Sat. at 6:30 PM at Memphis
Lambda Center — 276—7379.
Aid toEnd AIDS Committee (ATEAC):
AIDS Service Organization — Box
40389, Memphis 38174—0389 — 458—
AIDS or 272—0855.
Agape New Life Church: Worship:
Sundays at 11:00 AM, Bible Study:
Wednesdays at 7:00 PM — 405 N.
Cleveland, Suite 3, Memphis 38104 —
276—1872.
Al—Anon (Co—dependency): MeetsWed.
at6:30PM atMemphis LambdaCenter
— 276—17379.
American Gay Atheists (AGA)
Memphis: Box 41371, Memphis
38174—1371.

Black & White Men Together
(BWMT): Box 42157, Memphis
38174—2157 — 452—5894 or 726—1461.
Black Gay & Lesbian Alliance for
Dignity (B—GLAD): Box 1921,
Memphis 38101 — 327—0521 or 948—
2345.
Brothers & Sisters Bowling League:
1161 Poplar Ave #15, Memphis
38105.
s
Catholic Lesbians: Faith at 324—6949.
Gay Women‘s Social Group: Debbie at
458—7431.
Holy Trinity Community Church:
Worship Service: Sundays at 11:00
AM, Bible study: Wednesdays at7:30
PM — 2323 Monroe — Mailing address:
Box 41648, Memphis, 38174—1648 —
— 726—9443.
Into The Light (Women‘s AA): Meets
Sun. at Noon, Thurs. at 8 PM at
Memphis Lambda Center — 276—7379 —
or 454—1414.
LambdaMen‘s Chorus: MGLCC, 1291
Madison, Memphis 38104 — 276—4651
— Rehearsals: Tuesdays, 7pm,
MGLCC. —
Loving Arms (Volunteers who "love"
and "hold" babies at the Med):
Shelia Tankersley at 393—0983.
Memphis Center for Reproductive
Health: 1462 Poplar Ave, Memphis
38104 — 274—3550.
Memphis Gay Coalition (MGC): Box
3038, Memphis 38173—0038 ——728—
GAYS.
ste
Memphis Gay & Lesbian Community

Center (MGLCC): 1291 Madison,
Memphis 38104 — Mailing address:
Box 40231, Memphis 38174—0231 —
276—4651.
Memphis Lambda Center: Meeting
place for 12—step recovery programs —
241 N. Cleveland (above UnitedPaint
Store), Memphis — 276—7379.
Memphis State University Studentsfor
Gay & Lesbian Awareness (GALA):
GALA c/o Office of Greek Affairs,
MSU 38152.
Minority Prison Project (MPP): For
information: John Prowett, 1308
Jefferson Avenue, Memphis 38104.
Mystic KreweofAphrodite: Box41822,
Memphis 38174—1822.
National Organization for Women
(NOW): Box40982, Memphis 38174—
0982 — 276—0282.
New Beginnings (Adult Children of
Alcoholics): Meets Sat. at 6 PM at ©
Memphis Lambda Center.
Our Meeting (AA): Meets Tues. &
Thurs. at5:30 PM atMemphis Lambda
Center — 276—7379 or 454—1414.
Parents & Friends of Lesbians And
Gays (P—FLAG): Box 172031,
Memphis 38187—2031 — 761 —1444.
Phoenix (Gay AA): Meets Sat.—Wed. at
8 PM, Fri. at 10 PM at Memphis
LambdaCenter —327—2447, 276—7379,
or 454—1414.
Positive Mental Attitude Association,
Inc: Former incarcerated drug users —
28 N. Claybrook, Suite 1, Memphis

inGood shape, better—than—average
looks and intellect, masculine, and
easy—going. Oral aggressors
especially welcome. Respond with
phone andphoto, ifpossible (naked
is better) to: Boxholder, PO Box
74, Corinth, MS 38834.
Pre—operative transsexual or
hermaphrodite wanted. Must be
38104 — 276—PMAA.
feminine acting. SWM, 34 is very
interested indating you. HIV—only.
Send photo. Mail reply to: Box
c.*
al Meetings at Memphis Lambda Center, In ~A ._
38501, Germantown, TN 38183—
—
0501.
B
241 N. Cleveland Street
RELATIONSHIP Seeks GWM
Memphis, TN 38104 _
AJ
22—45, clean > shaven, for .
monogamous relationship with
affectionate, supportiveGWM62,
170#,non—smoker. Varied interests
Phoenix (Gay Alcoholics Anonymous)
including music, computers, travel,
Sunday
8:00 pm
Discussion (Open)
quiet times. Prefer Fr A/P. No
Monday
8:00pm
Discussion (Open)
drugs. E.R., Box 40918, Memphis
Tuesday
8:00 pm
Twelve Step Study
TN 38174—0918.
Wednesday 8:00pm
Big Book Study
See him shake. See him serve.
Friday
10:00 pm
Discussion (Open)
Upstairs at Rumples every Friday
Saturday
8:00pm
Discussion (Open)
and Saturday night. Mark of
(Last Saturday of month is birthday night with speaker.)
Memphis, the Prince of Leather.
REAL ESTATE SERVICES
Bill Malone, Affiliate Broker,
Merkle and Associates — 2298
Germantown Rd. So. Office 755—
2200, Home 761—2824.
ROOMMATES
GWM, 26, 5° 11.5", bl/hazel eyes,
littleoverweight,looking foraslim,
clean shaven roommate, also a
GWM 21—24. Just looking to meet
. that person who wishes to have a
loving, caring relationship. For
roommatepossibilities—$15Orent
and $20electric each. Do write and
let‘s get to know eachother. Write:
Dept. T—05, Box 11485, Memphis,
TN 38111—0485.
GWM, young mid—thirties, non—
smoker needs roommate to share
expenses. Raleigh area. Rentunder
$250 negotiable with deposit.
Includes utilities, in—room cable
TV, privatephone line withanswer
machine. Available in June. Call
377—7701, 7am to 1Opm,Tuesdays
through Fridays.

Our Meeting (Alcoholics Anonymous)
5:30pm
Discussion (Open)
Tuesday
5:30pm
Discussion (Open)
Thursday
Into The Light
(Alcoholics Anonymous — Women Only)
8:00 pm
Discussion (Open)
Thursday
12 Noon
Discussion (Open)
Sunday
(Business meeting 3rd Sunday of month, Birthdays last Sunday.)
Seriously Sober (Alcoholics Anonymous)
8:00 pm.
Discussion (Open, but participa—
Friday
tion by other than alcoholics/
addicts discouraged.)
Al—Anon (Co—dependency meeting)
Wednesday

6:30pm

Discussion (Open)

Adult Children of Alcoholics (ACOA)
6:30pm
Discussion (Open)
Saturday

*Memphis Lambda Center, Inc. is a private organization
formed for the promulgation and enhancement of Twelve—
Step meetings with a special outreach to the Gay and
Lesbian community.

k — Space donated as a public service by the Triangle Journal News

Seriously Sober (AA): Meets Fri. at 8
PM at Memphis Lambda Center —
276—1379 or 454—1414.
Tennessee Gay & Lesbian Alliance
(T—GALA): Box 24181, Nashville,
TN 37202.
TLC: For family members, significant
others, and friends of PWAs —
Thursdays at 7:30 PM — 405 N.
Cleveland, Suite 3, Memphis 38104 —
Call Jenny Baldwin after 5pm: 353—
2832.
Transexuals in Prison (TIP): For
information: John Prowett, 1308
Jefferson Avenue, Memphis 38104.
Tsarus: Leather—Levi club — Box 41082,
Memphis 38174—1082.
Wings: Social Club — Box 41784,
Memphis 38174—1784.

Susan Mackenzie, Attorney At Law:
HELP & INFORMATION LINES
100 N. Main, Suite 3310, Memphis
AIDS Switchboard: 458—AIDS.
38103 — 525—0417.
Gay & Lesbian Youth Hotline: 1—800—
COUNSELING SERVICES
Kelly Stark, Attorney At Law: 1255
347—TEEN.
Becky Caperton, MS: Counseling —
Lynnfield Road — 521—9996.
Gay
Switchboard:
728—GAYS
—
7:30—
FINANCIAL SERVICES
327—9758.
Jocelyn
D. Wurzburg, Attorney At
11pm.
%
Beth Causey, M.Div.: Pastoral Charles Butler, CFP: Financial Planner
—
Law: 1903 Lincoln American Tower, —
LINC: 725—8895.
— 767—3661.
counseling — 454—0108.
60 North Mid—America Mall,
Narcotics Anonymous: 276—LIVE.
Joel Chapman, PhD: 1835 Union, Donald Morgan Bookkeeping and Tax
Memphis 38103 — 527—3795.
Rape Crisis: 528—2161.
Service: 3340 Poplar Avenue — 458—
Memphis 38104 — 726—1284.
Suicide & Crisis Intervention: 274—
MASSAGE SERVICES —
Bob Hughes, MS: Counseling,
0152.
7477.
"A
Touch
Of Relaxation": Therapeutic
Codependency/ACOA, Wholistic
Transvestite—Transexual National
GRAPHICS
massage by appointment, Ms. Dixie
Healthcare Services, 5583 Murray
Printers Ink: Box 11485, Memphis, TN Hotline: (617)899—2212 (DaytimeOnly).
Fletcher & Ms. Bernie Gwyn — 522—
_
Road, Memphis 38119 — 767—6351.
38111—0485 — 454—1411.
1482 or 522—7054. _
K. A. Moss, MS: Midtown Counseling
LEGAL SERVICES
Service, 1835 Union, Suite 101, Wildhare Graphics: 344 NorthWatkins,: Wayne C. Gulledge, Attorney At Law: "Just the Right Touch": Therapeutic/
Sports MassagebyAppointment — 372—
Memphis, TN 38104 — 278—8437.
Memphis 38104 — 726—4586 — Sliding
208 S. Heard Street, Senatobia, MS
1841 or Beeper 762—3894 (7am—
562—8738.
(601)
—
38668
fee scale.
10pm).
Tom Pitman: Therapeutic Full—body
Massage/Rejuvenating Swedish
May 1991
Massage by appointment — 452—1875.

+ Video Night,
7:30pm, MGLCC

:

Cgapeh em b e
o NYLON Of OY
IAE a
[Community
Church

« Two Nice Girls
Concert, 8pm,
Omni—New Daisy on
|Beale

|7—42M Fri.
10am—12M Sat.
1—7pm Sun.
3

2

acl

|

e

4

Chaps«BWMTOR;———
7:30pm
Pageant, Chaps

1—7pm Sun.

|« MGLCC Board
MOTHER‘S DAY
Meeting, 7:30pm,
f
«Worship Services: MGLCC
See Above

* Copy &
*+ Lambda Men‘s
Chorus Rehearsal, Advertising
Deadline for
7pm, MGLCC
Triangle Journal

News

*+ Anonymous HIV
Testing, 5—7pm,
MGLCC
+ Women of
Leather, Regular
Mtg., 8pm,
1 4] wKRB Side 11 19
13
12
|« Anonymous HIV
+ Worship Services: |» Healing Service |+ Lambda Men‘s
for Persons w/HIV Chorus Rehearsal, Testing, 5—7pm,
See Above
MGLCC
+ B—GLAD Org. Mtg, & AIDS, Families& |7pm, MGLCC
Friends, 5:30pm,
4pm, MGLCC
+ BWMT Open
« Miss Dreamgirl <] Calvary Episcopal
Forum, 7:30pm,
[Church
USA, Apartment
Main Library Mtg
Club.
Rm A
— First Class Male | MGC GayRap
Discussion, Topic:
Strippers, 11ipm,
"The Future of the
J—Wag‘s
MGC," 7pm,
22
21
20
iglmareco"
|« Anonymous HIV.
+ Worship Services: MEMORIAL DAY |« Lambda Men‘s
‘Chorus Rehearsal, Testing, 5—7pm,
OBSERVED
See Above
JMGLCC
7pm, MGLCC
{
§
—
* BWMT Memphis |« BWMT Memphis
+ ATEAC "Greater
In May Weekend
In May Weekend
Tuna" Benefit, 7pm,
Famous BBQ, 6pm
Playhouse on the
Square
+ BWMT Board
Mtg., 1:30pm

26

27

s

28

%

8

|

7

&

5

MISCELLANEOUS
Flower Market of Memphis: 1523
Union Avenue — 274—8103
Graffiti Graphics: 5709 Mt. Moriah, —
795—2609.
—
Gypsy‘s Vintage Fashions and
Antiques: 2613 Broad Avenue — 454—
0386.
—
Leatherworks: Leather shop — 12
Madison — 722—8963.
Star Search Video: 1411 Poplar Ave. —
272—STAR.
_ NEWSPAPERS / RADIO
Gay Alternative: Radio program, Mon.
6:00—7:00 PM, WEVL—FM 90 — Box
41773, Memphis38174.
Triangle Journal News: Monthly
newspaper publishedby Printers Ink —

|< TLC, 7:30pm, 405 « MGLCC Hours: |« Game Night,
MGLCC
N Cleveland #3
b
7—10pm Thurs.
«Video Night,; _ | =~~__~____<|+« You Ain‘t Right | Box11485, Memphis,381110485 ———
Club, Club Night,
Fri.
454—1411.
7:30pm, MGLCC
Chaps
CLUBS
10am—12M Sat.
Apartment Club: 343 Madison — 525—

+ Anonymous HIV
|« Lambda Men‘s
Meeting, 7pm, Main Chorus Rehearsal, Testing, 5—7pm,
f
[ MGLCC
"I Library Mtg Rm A 7pm, MGLCC

— y-Worship Services: |« MGC Business
See Above
yes
‘+ B—GLAD C/R,
Topic:
"Commitment to
B—GLAD®"

|« Game Night,
MGLCC

|« TLC, 7:30pm, 405 « MGLCC Hours:
N Cleveland #3
7—10pm Thurs.

+ Anonymous HIV
Testing, 5—7pm,
MGLCC

+ Worshi
se yu i
Eff"
s ”we;

Saturday

Friday

Thursday

Wednesday

Tuesday

Monday

Sunday

Carole Taylor, MS: Counseling — 458—
7098.
Northeast Mental Health Center: 382—
3880.

Women ef Leather: Box 41322,
Memphis 38127—1322. _

29

10

"A11

+ Car Wash,
* TLC, 7:30pm, 405 « Third Friday,
Coffee House, 8pm,| 10am—5pm, MGLCC
N Cleveland #3
+ Pot Luck, MGLCC,
MGLCC
7pm, $3 w/dish, $5
‘
_
_| Video Night,

7:30pm, MGLCC

* Eastern Standard,
Now Thru June 10,
Circuit Playhouse
f
:
s
16
>
|« TLC, 7:30pm, 405
N Cleveland #3
* Video Night,
7:30pm, MGLCC

f
283
MEMORIAL DAY
* TLC, 7:30pm, 405
N Cleveland #3
—
|» Video Night,
|7:30pm, MGLCC

30

9491.
Barbara‘s: 1474 Madison —278—4313.
Chaps: 111 N. Claybrook — 726—4767.
G. Bellington Rumples: 1819 Madison —
725—0415.
Hut: 102 N. Cleveland — 725—9872.
J—Wags: 1268 Madison — 725—1909.
Oops: 1349 Autumn — 272—1634.
Pipeline: 1382 Poplar — 726—5263.
Reflections: 92NorthAvalon —272—1525.
WKRB in Memphis: 1528 Madison —
278—9321.

nggg Cookeut
(See ad) 9
|« Armed Services Day PORTRAITS / PHOTOGRAPHY
Tsarus Club Night,
See—S: 327—3760.
Pipeline
REAL ESTATE SERVICES
+ Erica Wheeler
Bill Malone, Affiliate Broker, Merkle
Concert, 8pm,
and Associates.: 2298 Germantown
18
1 7 Meristem
Rd. So., Memphis 38138 — 7552200.
|« BWMT Memphis |« BWMT Memphis Steve Solomon, Affiliate Broker,
Davies—Sowell, Inc.: 54 S. Cooper,
In May Weekend _
In May Weekend
Kick Off, 8pm
Memphis 38104 — 278—4380.
+ Game Night,
TRIANGLE JOURNAL NEWS IS
MGLCC
ALSO DISTRIBUTED AT THESE
LOCATIONS
Davis—Kidd Booksellers Inc.: 397
Perkins Rd. Ext. — 683—9801.
Memphis and Shelby County Public
Library: 1850 Peabody — 725—8800.
25 P & H Cafe: 1532 Madison Ave. — 274—
24
9794.
quash Blossom Market: 1720 Poplar —
«June ‘91 Gay
725—4823
f
Pride Issue of
Tobacco
Corner
Newsroom:
669
Triangle Journal
Mendenhall Rd S. —682—3326 & 1803
News Due Out
Union — 726—1622.
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Airport Bookmart
2214 E. Brooks Rd. + 345—0657
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Shop Us This Weekend for Big Savings‘!
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We Carry a Great Selection of Adult Entertai
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